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Bedsled race or cnantytogoon asscheduled
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer

Contestants from races of years past prepare to embark in the annual
bed sled race.

Despite the diminishing snow
a bed sled race organized by Delta Tau
Delta for the Ronald McDonald House
in Bangor, will begin as scheduled.
Jon Sorenson, director of the race,
said if the university still has snow
piles, the race will not be cancelled.
He said, "If worse comes to worse,
and there is no snow at all on this
campus that we can put up on Hilltop,
and if we're sure the crowd will be
there, then the contestants should
prepare to put wheels on their sleds."

"As of not we do not want to
cancel. Peop
Involveri with, the
Ronald McDonald House, including
our three major sponsors, raaio station
WGUY, Coca-Cola Bottling Co. and
McDonald's Restaurants, are counting
on the event, not to mention the
student body," Sorenson said.
Peter Dufour, superintendent of
grounds and services, said on
Thursday the grounds crew began
moving snow to the bed sled race track
which is on Hilltop Road behind the
Hilltop and Stewart Commons.
(see RACE page 4)
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1984candidates presentcampaign platforms
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer

The second is a promise to go
"head-to-head" with the Department
of Police and Safety on the ticketing
The campaign for student govern- and towing policies used for on-camment president and vice president
pus parking.
heated up Thursday as the candidates
"Why should we expect less from
participated in a debate sponsored by
UMO than any other consumer
the Knox Hall Dorm Government agency," Labbe said. "Even Zayre's
Board.
will give you your money back if you
The debate, held in 101 English/
ask them."
Math, attracted an audience of 27
The third plank is total oppostion to
people as the tickets of Rodney Labbe
the proposed raising of the activity fee.
and Carol Wiley, Steve Ritzi and Chris
"All this hoopla about clubs and
Bradley, and Paul Anderson and
organizations being eliminated are
Steven Holmes presented their platsimply scarce tactics," Labbe said.
forms and responded to questions
The fourth plank is oppostion to the
from the crowd.
research and advocacy division of
Each ticket was given seven minutes
student government proposed by
to present their platforms, and the
current Student Government President
ticket of Labbe/Wiley drew the first -Craig Freshley.
lot.
"The best student vehicle for
Labbe spoke for his campaign and
research and advocacy is student
said that their campaign was based on
contact," Labbe said. "There's no
putting the student back into student
more need for more committees and
government. He said that unlike the
bureaucratic red tape."
current student government adminisThe ticket of Anderson and Holmes
tration, they will put the students' was the second to take the stage, and
problems before the problems of the
Holmes spoke for the ticket, saying
university if elected.
they were going to bring "responsible
Labbe presented four planks he and
change" to student government if
Wiley have based their platform on.
elected.
The first is an end to the one-year
dormitory contracts Residential Life
requires all residents to sign.

Communique
Friday, Feb. 17
Moslem
Friday
Prayer.
Drummond
Chapel, Union.
Noon.
Animal and Veterinary Sciences
Seminar. Tim Deveau speaking
on his experiences in the Peace
Corps. 113 Hitchner Hall. 1:10
p.m.
Hall. 2:30 p.m.
Botany/Plant and Soil SciResources
ences/Forest
Gunnar
Seminar.
Dr.
Abrahamsen: Perspectives on
Forest Dieback in Western
Northeastern
and
Europe
United States: Symptoms and
Possible Causes." 204 Nutting
Hall. 3 p.m.

Candidates for student government president and vice president at a
debate Thursday sponsored by the Knox Hall DGB.(McMahon photo)
"Student government needs to be
shaken up," Holmes said. "A lot of
priorities have been forgotten about."
Holmes outlined six issued contained in their platform.
The first was opposition to the
raising of the activity fee. In addition,
Anderson and Holmes want an open
parking system for all parking lots on

campus, except for dormitory ana
fraternity lots.
The third. and fourth planks dealt
with clubs and organizations.
If
elected, Holmes said that organizations, to receive student government
funds, would have to bi--of-educational
merit, would have 4oyiivide a service
t•
(se* EMBATE page 4) •

Nuclear testexplosion injures13

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)—An
underground nuclear test blast probably created a huge cavity beneath the
earth's surface, causing the top of a
mesa to collapse like a "big hinge"
and injuring 13 atomic workers, a top
energy official said Thursday.
"The best interpretation we have is
there was a huge cavity created
underground by the blast," said Tom
Clark, head of the federal Department
of Energy's Nevada operations.
Clark said preliminary indications
are the cavity caused a "chimney
effect" that caused a thick layer of top
rock on the top of Rainier Mesa to fall
about three hours after the nuclear
blast Wednesday morning.
One worker remained in critical
condition Thursday and nine others
were still hospitalized after they fell
from 20 to 25 feet when one end of the
•

AI"

mesa collapsed.
"Essentially what we have is a big
hinge in the earth," said Clark. "The
mesa pad is tilted to the front where
the subsidence occurred."
Clark said between 14 and 16
workers, part of what the DOE calls a
"re-entry team," were on top of the
mesa when part of it collapsed. He
said they were about a third of the way
through cutting the 150 cables leading
from the nuclear explosion to four
monitoring trailers, perched on the
mesa at the Nevada Test Site at the
time of the incident.
Onelof the workers, J.L. Smith, said
he and his crevoof 10 were working on
the mesa "when all of a sudden the
ground wasn't there anymore."
Smith, who suffered broken ribs and
a broken wrist, said he fell about 20
feet when a 60-foot by 15-foot portion

of the mesa collapsed.
Clark said a detailed study of the
hard-rock mesa, where tests are held
about once every 12 to 18 months,
showed nothing out of place before the
nuclear blast.
Clark said the blast was a "weapons
effect test" where scientists study the
effects of nuclear explosions on
various items. The test was conducted
in a tunnel bored into the side of the
mesa, some 1,168 feet from the top
where the workers were injured.
The test was announced as less than
20 kilotons, but Clark said it was closer
to 10 kilotons, which is equal to 10,000
tons of TNT.
He said a board of investigations is
being formed to make detailed study
of the accident.
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Asbestos in UMO buildings

Pp

BOTto considerfundsfor asbestos removal
by Hope Kerley
, Staff Writer
In response to concern about
asbestos
on
campus, and
in
particular, at Fogler Library, a
$450,000 allocation request for asbestos testing, management and removal
at UMO will be made at the next
Board of Trustees meeting Feb. 27,
said Vice President for Finance and
Administration John Coupe.
Tom Cole, facilities management
director, said the money to be
requested for the safety office
budget is not a final figure, but an
estimate of what the department
could reasonably expect from the
amount of money available to the
BOT. Cole said the money was
originally
earmarked
for
a
renovation project in the gymnastics
room of the Memorial Gymnasium.
The money was originally going to
be used to convert the gymnastic room
of the Memorial Gym into two floors of
office space. Cole said the project
would have been expensive because it
would have involved extensive work

for ventilation and heating, and
building a new interior _floor..
"My Iftipiession ts mat) if we
were to deal with removal and
replacement for Fogler alone, (the
cost) would be close to that figure
($450,000).
Replacement
is
important," said Bob King, UMO
Safety Engineer. "You have to
replace the asbestos ceilings with
something effective,- but that blends
in with the building. It's a beautiful
old
building
and
you
want
something
complement
to
the
structure."
James Cook, director of the
chemical/radiation/laboratory safety
office, said he would like to see part of
the money used to repair the ceiling of
the Li,brary Education Program room
on the library's third floor. Cook said
the ceiling in the room is small and
extensively damaged. It will act as a
testing area for solutions to the
asbestos problems in the library and
other buildings on campus.
Because the ceilings in the older
sections of the library are composed
of asbestos sprayed over wire mesh,
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factors such as whether or not the
mesh must be removed along witt
the asbestos or whether the mesh
can support a covering must be
considered, Cook said.
Cook said the library is the only
building on campus with an asbestos
program—including
management
records of all testing and repairs
done on the building's ceilings. The
library budget for asbestos testing
by air and bulk samples taken
from the ceilings is $2,000 per year,
Cook said. None of the 18 air
samples taken from the library
during Christmas break have been
analyzed - under
the
geology
department's electron microscope.
Asbestos fibers halie pot been
detected in other samples, Cook
said.
UMO Safety Engineer Bob King
said, "Removal is a big decision.
Fibers are released during removal.
It's not like we're a small school
system and it's a matter of one or
two buildings and 3,000-4,000 square
feet." King said the older 'sections
of the library comprise 24,300
square feet of asbesto-covered ceiling
space.

Cole said, "Regardless of the test
results today, UMO needs to address
the problem (of asbestos) in the next
two or three years." Cole said he
didn't think the asbestos problem at
UMO would be dealt with all at
once, but over a period of years,
with the most critical areas on
campus
taking
priority.
Pipe
covering in a work area of Stevens
Hall was sampled recently, -Cole
said.
Coupe said this is not the first
time the issue of asbestos has come
before the BOT, but it is the first
time funding was asked specifically
for asbestos management instead of
being taken ot of UMO's general
maintenance budget. Coupe said
awareness of the asbestos problem
has increased nationally.
Civil
Project
Engineer
John
McCormack said that although there
is friable (capable of ,releasing fibers
into the air) asbestos in the ceilings
of the library and other buildings on
campus, "the critical factor is if
there are any fibers present in the
air samples. There have been none
in the samples from the library
we've analyzed so far.'

When a house of prayer burns,
All people of prayer want to help.
February 20,21,22: lla.m.-2p.m.
Memorial Union Lobby
Beth Abraham Synagogue in Bangor recently !Aimed.
In response the
Maine Christian Association -Will be soliciting stunt
contributions to help
with the rebuilding of the Synagogue
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Proposal set to allow
alumni to select BOT
by Jim Emple
Staff Writer

%U.

V

Orono's
Republican
Town
Committee Chairman proposed Feb.
10 to have UMaine Board of
Trustees
members
selected
by
university alumni instead of by the
governor.
The
proposal
was
uncontested and was accepted as a
plank in the town's platform to be
brought to the state convention in
April said John Bott R-Orono.
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'Paul Camp
RTC Chairman Paul Camp, a
UMO professor of physics, said it's
a good time to bring up this
proposal. "We're Viewing how the
system is organized and the Board
of Trustees is under question. This is
the time to consider alternatives to
• the process of the past," he said.
Bott said, "Faculty and alumni
input is lacking and there is
virtually no public input at BOT
meetings."
Camp said the way trustees are
appointed
now
based
is
on
allegiance
to
the
governor's

United Baptist Church
Middle Street
Old Town, Maine
Sunday Schedule
8:00 a.m. Worship Service
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Worship Service
6:30 p.m. Evening Service
Bus service available to UMO for
Sunday School and 10:45 Service.
Call 827-2024 for stop locations.

administration and secondly for the
concerns of the institution. If the
trustees were selected by alumni, it '
would be more likely that alumni
would choose people whose primary
concern was the betterment of the
university system, he said.
Camp said, "As a state university
it's not unreasonable to have the
governor select who he feels is right.
Hopefully if the proposal isn't
accepted as is, we'll have a
compromise where the majority of
trustees are selected by alumni and
the remainder will be selected by the
governor. I hope a reasonable
situation can be worked out."
Although this proposal is a new
idea for the UMaine system, Camp
hopes the idea will catch on
anyway. Bringing the idea to the
state convention in April is a good
way to get the issue debated and
hopefully considered, he said.
As a possible platform plank,
"it's not the details of the proposal
that matters now, .it's the spirit,"
Camp said.
Richard Morin, a member of the
BOT, said he had,, no feeling either
way as to how the trustees are
chosen. "I think there would be
about the same mix of people no
matter
how
the
trustees
are
selected," he said.

dip

HELP
SAVE
BABIES
Support the

March of Dimes
814TH OffICTS COUNDATION

Classifieds

OVERSEAS
JOBS... summer
year
round. Europe, S. America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. S900-2000. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write 1JC, P.O. Box 52,
Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625.
Classifieds are S1.50 for the first
twenty words and 10 cents for each
additional word, per day.

Sunday Campus Worship
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11:00 a.m.
Lown Room

Snow sculptures? Not this year. They were cancelled,
due to lack
of snow. (Malaya photo)

No 'winter'in carnival
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
Due to unseasonably warm
weather, this year's Winter
Carnival schedule has been
changed.
Three events have been cancelled and two events have
been moved inside, said Ed
Orcutt, vice president of the
UMO Fraternity Board.
The snowshoe and cross country relay races and the snow
sculpture competition have been
cancelled. Orcutt said there are
no alternative activities for these
events.
Kevin Belisle. president-elect
for Delta Upsilon, the fraternity
that won the competition last
year, said the house members

were disappointed.
"I think we would have won
again this year—hands down.
We really were looking forward
to this year's competition," he
said.
The tug of war and centipede
race have been moved from the
malt to the gymnasium. These
events will start at 10 a.m.,
Orcutt said.
Woody Carville. associate director of physical education and
athletics, said, "You can have a
great tug of war in the gym."
Carville suggests competitors
wear sneakers.
Orcutt said both events will be
classified into men's and women's teams. He said first,
second and third place trophies
will awarded in both divisions.

The Off Campus Board
presents

A Semi Informal
Dinner and Dance
with music by

Joy Spring

M.C.A. The Protestant Church on Campus

ArmyKOK.
Now von cantakeit
hf2years,too.
If you missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years
of college, you may not have missed out. Because of the
Army ROTC Two-Year program.You'll have to attend a special sixweek camp the summer before your junior year-But you'll be
well paid for it.
And altogether, you'll earn a totarof about $2,900 to help you
through your last ttwo years of college.Then you'll earn a commission as an officer at the same time you earn a college degree.

CALL

ROTC Admissions Officer
le University of Maine
581-1125

Friday
February 17
6:00 p.m,
Damn Yankee
to benefit the Woman's Health Symposium
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•Debate

(continued from page 1)

to the university, and to the individual.
addition, they -said they think all
sports should be equally funded.
The ,fmal planks dealt with
unig- ...ty issues.
said fhey
wanted to see the university insurance
system reviewed, as well as the office
of financial aid.
"We want to know who was
responsible and why you (the
students) were denied (financial aid),"
Holmes said.
Ritzi outlined the problems he sees
the UMO student body facing, and the
solutions he would implement if
elected.
The first problem Ritzi outlined was
fragmentation within the UMO student body in terms of student "labels:"
and said such fragmentation was
"detrimental to the health of the
campus."
Ritzi presented four areas he saw to
alleviate the problem. He said he
woiild like to see an in-depth study of
Residential Life policy, that- fraternities be presented in positive light,
in

-01111•10- -E811110-

-0111111110-

that the off-campus students be
brought into the UMO community, and
that Bangor Community College
.students be 'guaranteed access to
university facilities and programs.
In addition. Ritzi would like to see a
division of research and advocacy
developed within student government,
and that student government look
beyond the activity fee to alumni and
the Maine Sate Legislature for funds
for student government.
After the opening presentations, the
candidates were allowed to ask
questions of their opponents. Wiley
asked Holmes how their administration could propose change within.
student government if the% had neverbeen to a General Student Senate
meeting or ever been Ovolved with
student government.
"We went there and we came back
laughing," Holmes said. "They're
student senators sent 'there to
represent students and it seems their
interests are often put under."
Labbe asked Ritzi if since he was so
-Namo.

Mill Street. Orono 866-4863

Appearing this Weekend!!
=in the Mill Street Pub—

M.K. Ultra

I

Thur-Fri & Sat.

—In the upstairs Lounge—

Paul Black
L.. Fri. & Sat.

.411111111110- .411101111sw

After the rebuttal session, the floor
involved in student' government
administrations (he has been adminis- was opened to questions from the
trative assistant for the past two audience.
Tony Mangione, current student
Presidents), why he didn't try to cause
governm
ent vice president, pointed
more change.
"The things you're allowed to do out that student government doesn't
'
and the pressure you're allowed to find out until. November how many
exert depends upon your support," activity fee-paying students are
Ritzi said. "I did try to play an ),enrolled. Mangione asked Labbe how
increasing role within the office. The he would avoid a $51,000 overprojecpresent administration sought to act tion as happened with the current
administration.
solely."
Labbe said, "To project a budget on
Holmes asked Labbe why he
same number (of students) is I
the
opposed the "Denver boot" being
placed on cars to be towed in favor of think foolhardy," saying that he had
called the office of the registrar where
towing. 1' \
"1 never said towing was the answer he learned of the overprojection, and
to a 'Denver boot." Labbe said. "I learned that activity fee-paying studdon't know about you, but when 1 ent enrollment has been declining.
come out I would rather not have my
David Mitchell, a resident of Oxford
car there and know where it is than to Hall, asked Anderson who was going
drive off and break an axle. I usually to decide which clubs provided a
don't check my axles before I drive service to the unversity, and which
off."
clubs were "enlightening." Mitchell
Bradley asked Labbe'if he were in said he was a member of the Rugby
office and the activity fee were not Club. and said that club provided a
raised,. which clubs he would cut service to him by teaching him how to
considering' Audent government's play, and by traveling around New
financial problems.'
England representing UMO.
"I can't indiscriminately just tell
"Well, in your case we'd probably
you whicfi ones would have to be cut," fund it (the Rugby Club) second.
Labbe said. "Somewhere along the behind MPAC." Anderson said.
line we have to make a stricter policy.
Holmes said, "We're not going to
We have to shut the door and say 'We cut that out. You're doing a service for
don't have any more money."
the university—you're providing PR."

•Race

continued from page 1)

Dufour said, "We are killing two would have to charge Delta Tau Delta
birds with one stone. When we plow and it wouldn't leave them with much
the parking lots, the snow is pushed to after we got through with them."
the side. Instead of disposing of it the
David Fielder, assistant director for
normal way, we are moving it up to the fire services, said the university fire
Hilltop for the race.
department will provide a firetruck
Dufour said about 20 truckloads of and four firemen to water down the
snow will be brought to the Hilltop. He area. "Hopefully, it will be
cold
said there are 60 yards to a truckload. enough to freeze," said Fielder.
Dufour said, "We're not charging
Sorenson said, "If worse comes to
anything. We've tied it all into our worse, we might have to move the
race
regular maintenance routine. We up earlier that morning."
couldn't do it Saturday because it
The race is scheduled for 1 p.m.
would cost us time and a half. We Saturday.
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G.M. Pollack & Sons
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Gernayettoscrap withdrawalpact withIsrael
Mountains and rolled down the coastal
leader Walid Jumblatt said in an
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—President hills
to link up with Shiite Moslem
interview
he would veto it. He called it
Amin Gemayel has agreed to scrap allies
controlling West Beirut.
"too
little,
too late."
Lebanon's U.S.-brokered troop withAt their camps in the capital, U.S.
drawal pact with Israel, Beirut radio Marines
"There will never be a compromise
and Italian troops were
reported, in an effort to save his packing
with us and Gemayel," Jumblatt said
their equipment and prepardisintegrating army and government. ing
in the telephone interview from
to pull out. ,
The'state radio said Thursday night
Damascus, Syria, which was broadcast
A senior White House official said
the Gemayel had agreed to an
by Independence Television News in
the Marines would begin withdrawing
eight-point Saudi peace initiative that
London. "Gemayel is to be judged for
to U.S. Navy ships off the Lebanesc
includes renouncing the May 17, 1983,
crimes against the Lebanese people,...
coast in two or _three days. The
agreement between Lebanon and
There is no way to have a deal with
official, who spoke on condition he not
Israel. It added that Foreign Minister
Gemayel."
be named, said the redeployment of
Elie Salem had communicated the
about 1,200 Marines should be - -----Beirut radio said Gemayel received
decision of Saudi officials in ,Riyadh.
two telephone calls late Thursday, one
completed within 30 days from Friday.
The development came as the
from
his foreign minister. Salem, in
He said 500 personnel Marines,
Syrian-supported Druse and Moslem-` Army-trainers
Saudi
Arabia, the other from Saudi
and others would stay in
militias stepped up military and Beirut
mediator Rafik Hariri, telling him
to guard the U.S. Embassy and
political pressure Thursday to oust perform
Saudi Arabia had received Lebanon's
other functions.
Gemayel, who turned to Saudi Arabia
go-ahead.
It said Saudi Foreign
Earlier in the day. American
to salvage his crumbling position.
Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal would
officials in Washington expressed
Druse militiamen
pushed the skepticism that the Saudi-mediated
fly to Damascus on Friday to obtain
Lebanese army out of the Shouf plan would work. Druse opposition
Syria's approval.
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The radio report said Gemayel had
informed the parties to the national
reconciliation conference of details of
the Saudi initiative and sent a written
message about his decision to former
President Suleiman Frnjieh, a member
of the National Salvation Front that
includes Jumblatt and former Prime
Minister Rashid Karami.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir said abrogation of the
Israel-Lebanon accord would jeopardize any future peace agreements
between Israel and its Arab neighbors.
"If this is abrogated by a Lebanese
institution or president under pressure
from a hostile and most extreme state,
it will be a catastrophe, first for the
sovereignty and independence, of
Lebanon and secondly for the chances
of peace in the regions," he said in a
television interview.

U.S.officials skeptical over Saudi Arabian plan
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WASHINGTON
(AP)—U.S.
officials 'said Thursday they were
skeptical about whether a Saudi
Arabian plan that would scrap the
1983
Israeli-Lebanese
troop
withdrawal agreement as the price of
bringing peace to Lebanon would
work.
Lebanese
President
Amin
Gemayel, whose government has
been drastically weakened, signaled
his approval of the plan Wednesday,
U.S. officials said. A special Saudi
envoy, Rafik Hariri, was to go to
Damascus on Friday to try to sell it
to the Syrian government.
The Saudis also discussed the plan
with U.S. officials, seeking Reagan
administration
reaction, it
was
learned. They were told to win the
support of others involved in the
Middle East and then present the
plan to the United States for further
discussion.
Reagan's
Meanwhile, President

national security adviser, Robert C.
McFarlane, told reporters that the
president's decision on a plan to
redeploy Marines from the Beirut
airport to U.S. ships offshore
announced
probably
would
be
Friday.
Reagan formally told Congress on
Wednesday
most of the
that
Marines will be moved within 30
days. But he said they could remain
on the ships off the coast for as
long as a year.
In promoting a comprehensive
Lebanese settlement, the Saudi
Arabians were acting independently
of Washington, officials here said.
House spokesman
White
Larry
Speakes said the administration had
not been asked to take a position
on the plan, but he said, "We have
problems
number
with
a
of
elements," which he would not
identify.

An informed State Department
official agreed. "The prevailing view
here is one of skepticism that this
can be pulled off at this point," he
said, insisting on anonymity.
Except for opposing the scrapping
of the May 17, 1983, troop
withdrawal
agreement.
which
Secretary of State George P. Shultz
personally
helped
to
negotiate,
Washington could support most
other points in the plan, the official
said. The May 17 plan provided for
an Israeli troop withdrawal from
Lebanon on condition that Syria
also would pull out its forces. Syria
rejected the accord.
But Reagan indicated Wednesday
that the United States is neutral on
what happens.. to the May 17
agreement.
"I have to say with regard to the
agreement, since we're not a party

4-

to it, we did help and encourage the
development of it; we're not a party
to it, so there's no way that we
should have a position one way or
the other on whether it is abrogated
or not," the president said.
In addition to scrapping the
accord, the Saudi plan calls for
withdrawal of the multinational
force
from
Lebanon
and
its
replacement with United Nations
troops.
It
provides
for
a
simultaneous withdrawal of Israeli
and Syrian troops and it would
commit Gemayel to giving more
, power in the government to his
Moslem opponents.
The
plan
would
also offer
assurances to Israel that guerrilla
activity will not be permited to
resume in southern Lebanon. This is
designed to replace the security
features of the May 17 withdrawal
accord which Israel has warned must
not be abrogated.
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Chernenko endorsement aids in pmrnotion

Politburo member becomes No2manin Russia
MOSCOW (AP)—Mikhail S. Gorbachev gave crucial endorsement to
Konstant , U. Cherr-nko and is Law
the No. 2 man in the Kremlin, a highly
placed Soviet source says.
The 52-year-old agriculture specialist, the youngest man on the ruling
Politburo, was reputed to be Yuri V.
Andropov's choice as successor.
With Chernenko selected to lead the
country as general secretary of the
Communist Party, Gorbachev's powerful role was suggested by his position
next to Chernenko at Ceremonies in
honor of the late Andropov..
Then it was announced on television
Wednesday night that Gorbachev had
made an undisclosed statement at the

Central Committee plenum Monday that named Chernenko leader.
Gorba.0 'LI statement appears inbrochure of speeches obtained by The
Associated Press Thursday prior to
publication. The brochure indicated.
Gorbachev, speaking "on behalf of the
Politburo," closed the meeting with an
endorsement of Chernenko. In order
to carry out such a role at the plenum.
Gorbachev would most certainly have
to be in a leading position in the
12-man Politburo.
The Communist Party .nAvspaper
Pravada, meanwhile, laid out a
conservative course for the party in a
front-page editorial that set the tone
for Chernenko's first months in power.

Pravada made clear that there would
be no relaxation or liberal experiment,
In Soviet bloc unity under Chernenko
who endorsed the doctrine of his
mentor, Brezhnev.
A Western diplomat speculated that
Gorbachev's endorsement of Chernenko meant there was recognition within
the Kremlin leadership that his
backing was necessary to win
Chernenko the post. A highly placed
Soviet source told a 'Western delegation in Moscow for Andropov's
Tuesday that Gorbachev was now,
effectively, the Kremlin's No. 2 man.
Chernenko's policies were outlined
in detail on Thursday in a two-column
editorial on the front page of Pravada.

The bulk of the article was devoted to
domestic issues and made clear that
the party under —hernenko wek;
continue to enforce. Androperis
watchwords of increased efficiency,
order and discipline.
On foreign policy, Pravada said
the Soviet Union will work with "all
states that are prepared to help by
practical deeds to lessen iniernational
tension."
But it held out little hope that
superpower relations, which deteriorated to their lowest point in decades
under Andropov, would improve soon.

Democratspressfor review ofagency'sfinances
AUGUSTA
(AP)—Senate
Democrats decided Thursday to press
for the creation of a special legislative
committee to review the financial
problems that led to the impending
layoffs of 25 employees of Maine's
Inland
Fisheries
and
Wildlife
Department.
Members of the Legislature's Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Committee
unanimously objected, arguing that
they should direct any further
legislative scrutiny of the department.
A majority of Senate Democrats,
some complaining that Commissioner
Glenn H. Manuel's layoff order
smacks of "arrogance," voted at a
caucus to support Majority Leader
Charles P. Pray's proposal to form a
special study committee.
"We have a matching responsibility
with
the executive branch" in
assessing ways to help the department,
said Pray, of Millinocket, although
he acknowledged that it may be
impossible to win enough votes on
the floor to authorize the special
committee.
Manuel has estimated that the
layoffs, coupled with other cost-saving
steps would result in a saving of
about .$1 million, half of the
department's
projected
shortfall
through the end of the current twoyear budget cycle in June 1985. The
layoffs take effect March 2.

The commissioner has said more
cuts will have to be made unless his
department receives General Fund
assistance, although he acknowledges
that his boss, Gov. Joseph Brennan,
opposes the move.
Pray suggested the panel include
delegates
from
three
committees—Audit
Program
and
Review, which earlier recommended
general-tax aid for the department;
Appropriations, Nyhich
holds the
General Fund purse strings; and
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. Four
other
members would
also
be
appointed, two from each house.
"We've got to take the bull by the
horns and do something," said
Assistant Majority Leader Michael
Carpenter, D-Houlton, adding that
the department is plagued by low
morale and decrepit equipment.
Sen. Kenneth Hayes, D-Veazie,
cited "a certain arrogance" in
Manuel's decision to proceed with the
layoffs in spite of legislative attempts
to resolve the department's problems,
questioned
and
whether
the
Legislature has "lost the ability" to
set state policy.
Sen. Paul Violette, D-Van Buren,
lashed out at the department as being
beholden to the sportsmen whose
license fees make up the lion's share
of its revenues.
"I think that's half the bloody

problem," said Violette.
Sen. Mary Najarian, co-chairman
of Appropriations and one of three
senators at the caucus who opposed
forming a special committee, said the
targeted cuts are "rational" and that
the
General
Fund
already
is
overburdened with funding requests.
continuing
said
legislative
She
disgruntlement over the layoffs is only
adding to the controversy.
"If we keep our mouths shut, it
would all 'simmer down," she said.
Ronald
Usher,
Sen.
from
Cumberland, co-chairman of the
Inland
Fisheries
Wildlife
and
Committee, went along with Pray's
motion but later joined the rest of his
committee in insisting that it direct
any further legislative action on the
issue. However, the panel agreed that

members of Appropriations and Audit
and Program Review also could
participate.
"I. feel that this committee has
been pushed aside" in the debate over
the department's finances, Usher -said.
On a related note, two Republican
representatives from eastern Maine
issued a statement calling on the
public to register opposition to the
cuts with the governor.
"We are
urging
all
citizens
throughout the state to call, write or
meet with the governor. They must
urge the governor to support the
temporary appropriation of General
Fund money to halt these needless
cutbacks," said Reps. Edwin Randall
of East Machias and Maynard
Conners of Franklin.
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AUGUSTA (AP)—A Boston energy
company has offered to build a
SS-milli—power plant at thc University 01 Maine at Orono, and said
Thursday. it would not cost the state a
dime.
But after a public unveiling of the
proposal by a development team that
includes a former state energy
director, a high-ranking university planner termed the offer "an.
uninvited proposal" that he suggested
was premature.
Richard Eustis, UMaine's vice
chancellor for facilities, also said the
offer was only one of several similar
proposals university officials have
received.
"This group came along and made a
proposal before any decision had been
made on whether the university was
interested or not in changing fuels,"
Eustis said. "They made an -urtivited

proposal, and it's just that."
The third-party financing proposal
would guaranteUO anntiai savings
of $100,000, replacing the school's
oil-fired heating system with a
coal-fired generation system, said the
developers, Energy Services and
Management Corp.
Most of the energy-cost savings
would be retained by the. developers,
who estimate the new system could
provide almost $1 million- in total
savings annually.
The developers said they would
build the plant and run it for at least 10
years, after which ,it would either be
sold to the university of operated
under a xenegotiated arrangement.
The developers said the plant would
be financed privately, under federal
tax provisions that would offer-income
shelters to investors.
— The proposarwas announced Thurs-

day at a State House news conference,
where the company and its Augustabased consultants, Weil and Firth,
Inc., briefed reporters.
Gordon Weil, former director of the
Maine Energy Resources Office, said
the proposal would fulfill two public
purposes: reduce the state's overall
dependence on foreign oil, and free up
money within UMO's tight budget
accounts for other purposes.
Weil said the proposal comes at a
time when the state university faces
increasing demands for dwindling
resources.
"We essentially are saying, 'keep
your moneY, apply it to other
purposes,"' Weil said.
UMO, the largest' campus in the
state university system, spends $2.2
million a year for heat and electricity,
according to an engineering _study
cited by the developers. The study

suggests that to replace or upgrade the
cetUrql tril-h,
"!er system now i_. use
would cost $1.7 million.
The new system would convert one
of UMO's central oil boilers to coal,
providing 83 percent of the plant's
steam requirements with the rest
generated by oil, the developers said.
A turbine would be added to the
system to cogenerate electricity and
supply steam heat.
"We are proposing to install the
system at no charge...and to guarantee a savings of $100,000 a year," said
PreOdent John J. Cooke of the Boston
firm.
Cooke also said the plan had "a
potential of demonstrating in Maine"
the cost-savings available through
alternative fuels.

Despitetrends,women stillintraditionaljobs
WASHINGTON (AP)—Sally Ride
became the first American woman to
fly in space. Sandra Day O'Connor
donned the robes of a Supreme Court
justice. and for the first time, talk of a
female vice president of the United
States gets serious attention in
presidential campaign debates.
Yet, women now hold only eight of
75 active astronaut positions at the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. They constitute 52 of
677 federal judges and 24 -6f 535
members of the House and Senate.
From 1972 to 1982, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, women
expanded their ranks in such
traditionally male-dominated occupations as medicine, law, managementadministration and college teaching.
But most of the more than 40 million
working women remained in traditional women's work, comprising the bulk
of bank tellers, school teachers, nurses
and libraries and few men crossed
over to jobs historically held',.by
women. tt
"It takes an awful lot of movement
of women into traditionally male jobs
to show any change in trend," said
Harvey Hamel of the bureau's Division
of Employment and Unemployment
Analysis.
Avril Madison, executive director of
Wider Opportunities for Women, Inc.,

a private organization which provides_
job training consultation for some 140
independent women's groups in 35
states, said the latest figure "graphically illustrates that sex segregation
and discrimination in education.
training and employment are very
much alive and well in the United
States."
Madison said she is pleased that
women have been able to move into
such fields as medicine and law, but
added that these advances were
possible "only when the primary
criterion for employment was a
graduate professional degree."
Among the findings in the federal
employment and earnings records:,
—Women comprised 99.1 percent of
the nation's approximately 4 million
secretaries in 1982, compared with
99.2 percent a decade earlier. Among
some 71,000 registered nurses, they
held 95.6 percent of the jobs, down
from 97.6 percent in 1972.
—Females made up 35.4 percent of
college and university professors, up
from 28 percent in 1972. But women
held 98.5 percent of the pre-school and
kindergarten jobs, and continued to
occupy the vast majority of teaching
positrons in public education.
—The ranks of female miners
expanded from 0.7 percent to 1.4
percent. while women held 6.7 percent

,University Quick Stop
StillwatersAve., Orono
•

of the police officer and detective jobs.
compared to 2.6 percent in 1972.
—Women increased their ranks
among doctors and dentists from 9.3
percent to 14.6 percent, and among
lawyers and judges from 4 percent to
15.5 percent. In a managerial and
administrative
positions,- women

moved from 17.6 percent to 28'
percent.
The bureau revamped its list of
occupations in 1983, providing a much
more precise definition of the various
job categories. Thus, 1982 was, the
most recent year for which comparisons could be made.
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Ritziand Bradley
E

lections for UMO Student Government
President and Vice President will be held next
Wednesday, Feb. 22. The campaigns for
those seats are quickly coming to a close, and, as is
our custom, again this year the Maine Ccumnis is
endorsing one pair of candidates.
It is the view of the editors that the most crucial
issue facing UMO, students and faculty included, is
one of funding by the Maine State Legislature. The
integrity of this university, though not solely Testing
on funding, is tied inextricably to it. The future
president and vice president could fulfill as essential
and d,eciding role jii directing student pressure
towards the UMaine Board of Trustees and the
Maine Legislature, working in conjunction with the
faculty and administration at UMO.
Only one pair of candidates could effectively fulfill
this role. Indeed, only one pair of candidates has
declared this as their priority.
The team of Steve Ritzi and Chris Bradley has
rested their platform squarely on the notion of longrange planning for the university, a strong advocacy
\
\
relatiohip
I.
ns
to the vested powers-that-be—the BOT
and the Maine Legislature. To facilitate this and
perpetuate this relationship Ritzi and Bradley have
oposed an "Advocacy and Research" arm of the
UMO Student Government. If implemented with
forceful direction and thought-out strategy, this could
be of invaluable benefit to UMO.
Rodney Labbe and Carol Wiley, have pointedly
de-emphasized this role, stating in fact that this role
should be downplayed by student government.

UMO parking is central to Labbe's and Wiley's
platforms, and though perhaps there exists a UMO
contingent aggravated by UMO's parking policy, it is
certainly not a paramount importance.
It should be noted here, however, that LAM* and
Wiley possess ample qualification for the offices.
No doubt the team would carry out an efficient,
well-conducted administration. However, Labbe and
Wiley do not have the vision UMO needs. Paul
Anderson and Steve Holmes, also candidates for the
offices, unfortunately have neither the experience to
carry themselves well in the face of administrators,
the Board of Trustees, and especially the Maine
State Legislature, nor the articulated platform that
the other teams have developed. The editors,
however, commend Anderson and Holmes for their
initiative.
Student Government is a microcosm of the
national political scene. United State's presidents
such as Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon were
once presidents,of their student governments. The
position is not only of potential importance to
UMO, it represents a significant stepping stone to
state and national politics. It does matter who we
as students support.
The editors of the Maine Campus, following
concerted debate, place their support squarely behind
the team of Steve Ritzi for UMO Student
Government President and Chris Bradley for vice
president and president of the UMO Student Senate.
We urge the student body to do so as well.

The Maine CamPus

I/

Flynt's-11hLarry Flynt, America's reckless
entreprenure of porn, is at it again
His rallying cry is freedom of the
press. and, just as ihe challenged the
censors with Hoistler, now He's
doing it with /The Rebel, "the
Newsweekly withla .cause."
The Left never had such a
surprise. From an expose of CIA
surviellance of Karen Silkwood, the
martyred union activist and subject of
the movie Silkwood, to an article that
mercilessly Inocks the wind out of
"Reagan's Ruling Class," The Rebel
is every inch a radical magazine.
The mer4 fact that the Feb. 20 issue
found its ray to, of all places, L&A
Market in/the small outpost of Orono,
Maine, is' a clear indication that The
Rebel has swept America. Not only
does the Left now have a magazine
edited and published by an experienced communicator 'itfi America's
"laboring classes." it's got a man
who's rich, Flynt has resources no
previ4us left-wing publication has
dreaMed of. And by all appearances.
he's/bent on using them.

"The question is,
are the powerful in
Itkmerica going to
/stand for it long?"
I was surprised to discover no
advertisments for Flynt's run for the
presidency of the United States. His
running mate, by the way, is none
other than Russel Means, a radical
activist for American Indian's rights.
Nor was there anything sexually
explicit, in print or photographs. In
fact, the only sign of Flynt was in his
characteristically abusive editorial.
begun with the line, "I always knew
Ronnie was an asshole, but I never
realized in my wildest rl,
reams he was
such a dumb asshole.
I he letter is signed. "From my cell
in solitary confinement, Federal
Penetentiary, Springfield, Missouri,"
Crude, yes.
But then, he is speaking
to the "workers of America" where,
one could say, there are no
pretensions.
If you've braved the covers of
Hustler, particularly its classified ad
section, you'd have noticed another
illustration of Flynt's inimical style.
In Hustler's January issue (which I
perused only for the purposes of
this article), Flynt runs an ad
picturing Nancy Reagan, with the
phone number of the White House
printed (we checked it for accuracy),
and a rude invitation by nancy in
bold letters.
The Left is either cringing at having
its name besmirched by so unclassy a
fellow, or it's rejoicing its newfound
espouser. In either case, no one can
rightfully call Flynt a "loser amongst
capitalists."
He's unabashedly
marketed his product, sex, and now
he's doing the same thing with his
politics. The question is, are the
powerful in America going to stand
if for long?
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hv ,itaine Campus welcomes letters to the,editor and
,ommentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries shoulil be about 450 words. Anonym945 jetiers or commentaries and open letters
tre welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
length, taste and libel.

TO the editor:

I'm no sore loser
To the editors:
I don't understand what
talking
Harry
Tucci
is
What
do' Scot!
about.
--Marsters comments whether
or not true, have to do with
mine? I personally would
'have contested the election,
evep if we lost by 200 votes.
If'Harry was where he was
supposed to be when they
(Wells Commons) called the
°office for more ballots, -then
.this letter would never have
had to be printed. However,
Harry was nowhere to be
found!
I can't believe he would
out and out lie about the
fraternity list of brothers
who voted. I never accused
Harry personally for losing
the list. In fact, the list was
never returned with the
ballots! Believe me, I asked
for it and even called
the person who I thought
had it but he wasn't around.
The intent of my letter in
Wednesday's paper was to
make sure that people heard
both sides of the story.

Myself and a lot of other
people believed that the
election wasn't fair. When
the Senate voted that there
was nothing we could do
about it, Scot and--4
accepted the wishes of the
Senate and since that day,
'almost one year later, we
have never mentioned it
publicly. Scot continued as a
Senator and won an award
last night at the banquet. I
just couldn't stand it when I
read the comments about
how people in the present
administration thought there
,were no problems with last
year's election.
I hope this situation will
never arise again for people
not only running for election
but in anything people put
an effort in to.
Todd Ehrlich
mOrono

I have known Rodney
Labbe, as chairman of the
University of Maine Organization of Student Governments,
for quite some time. I have
always considered Rodney to
be an excellent student
administrator. His abilities as
an administrator are topped
only by his concern for those
he represents.

A person of many qualities,
Rodney Labbe is the only clear
and logical choice for Student
Government President of the
University of Maine at Orono.
Rodney's "rule of thumb"
is do what others have said
can't be done. Consistency in
fairness, dedication to duties,
and a genuine concern are the
reasons behind the fact;
Rodney. Labbe will make the
best SG President that UMO
has ever seen.

If the old saying "As
Maine goes, so goes the
nation" in no longer true,
your vote for Labbe, could
be the start of a renaissance
of this once true trend. Let's
put the student back into
student government.

Michael J. Cullinan
SG President
University of Maine, Machias

Freshley offers_ 011reward for flyer
To the editor:
The Maine Campus (2/16/
84) contains a letter to the
editor which claims that in a
flyer distributed this week,
that myself and Tony Mangione take credit for saving
the Maine Campus last year.

Hasn't this all gone a bit
far? If anyone can produce for
me such a flyer, in which I
claim to take credit for saving
the Maine Campus. I will
gladly write a public apology
to the Maine Campus, resign
from my position and pay the
bearer of such a flyer $100,

Mi05

YOU WUIPNT NAVE ANY
WAReTTES, WOW Mu!

Kroft!EVEN A
HIV?'Jusr etirri

ANYIHIN6v

Craig treshleY
Student Government President
University of Maine, Orono

by Berke Breathed
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cash! This incentive is a
strong one, because I think we
would all like to see one of
these letters substantiated for
a change.
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egg Palmer

Among Friends
here was a great
laugh as the two
friends broke into a run in the
cafeteria. One was holding a dubious
looking piece of gell-like pie: the other
running away in hysterical laughter. They &Shed
in and about the tables, when finally one broke for
the door, the other followed with the pie: like a
magnet drawn by anothers force. The first was too
far away to be hit, but close enough to be in
danger. They didn't see the men making their
wayfrorn the soda machines to the tables. The
frist of the friends went by in a blur that caused
a stong breaz.e to woosh past, and disappeared
out the door and up and adjoining set of stairs.
The second of the two friends would not be so
lucky. He too came in a blur, balancing the pie
in one hand, still laughing, still having fun.s The
sound of the tray as it clattered to the floor drew
silence in the cafeteria that was both instantanious
and absolute. The man who had been hit grew a
faint color of red as all eyes turned on him.
Snickers began, and he.,..
. .
And he what? You fill in the blank, what exactly
is it you do? "Catch that sucker and punch his
head in"? Or do you take it for what it was—an
accident, an unmeaningful infringement upon
yourself because two friends were doing what
they do best—being friends? Answers to that
question vary, as well as actions. .

T

Incedents like this happen a lot, in day-to-day
life, esoesially in a self-contained environment
like we live in. People are bound to get in
each others way from time to time. Putting 10,000
-students on a college campus for 30 weeks and
asking them to never get in each others way,
never disrupt anYones studying or thoughts, or
sleep, is like...like putting 10,000 students
on a college campus and asking them to never get
in each others way, never disrupt...it's
impossible!
The seriousness of such infringements shotild
be decided upon as they occur, and the wrath with
which the victim berates the instegative parties,
should depend upon how that party meant their
actions. If it was intended to be malicious in any
way.' shape, or form, then the actions taken by
the victim would indeed be jusifiably potent.
But what about the cafeteria scene? What about
people whd are becoming friends in a highly
pressured world (such as college) where
friendship is one of the truely invaluable
commodities? Do they deserve to be unduly
harangued or condemned for trying to add a touch of humanness in a place where pragmatism can
swallow you up like a giant clam?
Perhaps the victims of such,' unfortunate
misgivings should take a few things into
consideration. One: there will undoubtedly come a
day (if it hsan't already) when the shoe will be on

the other foot. They will be the instegatore, the
infringers, the 'friends.' And what will they
expect from those they so judiciously chose to
embarrass and upset? Will they expect
understanding,' or mabye a kind request to slow
clown, tone down, or quiet down—or will they
expect thy same harshness? The second thing that
should be kept in mind is thq,friendship is no
game. You don't 'play' at it, nar9itter what the
means of demonstrating it happen to be. It is one
of the hardest, and most worthwhile goal any of us
can ever hope to attain. You can clean up a spilt
lunch, but can you so easily clean up abusive
words and thoughtless actions? Some may think
so, some may have caught the guy and "punched
his head in," but most assuredly the day will
come when the `victim' will need friends as
well. There are lots of mays to gain friends, but
only through thoughtfullness, a smile, and a good
dose of tolerability will those friends ever be real,
or count, and perhaps that is something we should
all sleep on...

Gregg Palmer is a member of the "One Bite
Club."
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Editorial's financial facts are incorrect
To the editor:
I nearly became ill at lunch
while reading Scott Milliken's
article in the Maine Campus
(2/16/84). I am referring to
his article "No Increase" in
which he gives his opinion on
the question of raising the
activity fee. Milliken speaks of
club sports in his article and
asks many questions. It's a
shame he didn't try to find out
the answers before writing an
completely
with
article
incorrect information.
Milliken states "why was
the men's lacrosse club given
$2,027; the fencing club
$1,388; the volleyball club
$1,080? Club sports were
given a total of nearly $9,000
and the Club Sports Advisory
Committee, established in
part to oversee the responsible
use of club funds, was given
$2,125. Why?' There are six
errors in this short paragraph.
journalism at its best!1. Men's lacrosse received
$1,137.80 not $2,027.
- 2. Fencing received $692.49
not $1,388.
received
Volleyball
3.
$691.49 not $1,080.
4. Club sports received a
total of $8,600 for 83-84.
5. The name ef the
governing body of club sports
• is the Club Athletics Committee(CA() it tpe Club Sports
Advisory Committee.
6. The CAC received
' $1 975.20 not $2,125.

Milliken also says "if clubs
are to be funded by student
activity fees, they should be
required to handle them
responsibly or lose them" Has
he judged that all clubs have
handled funds irresponsibly to
this point?
Milliken wishes to know
why club sports should receive
funding. Most clubs compete
in New England and must
travel to Boston or father to
compete with other colleges
and universities in their
leagues. Sporting equipment
-is rather expensive (for
example, it costs $32 for a
lacrosse stick and $44 for a
lacrosse helmet) and members
spend much of their own
money to outfit themselves.
Gas is expensive, and the bulk
of each club's budget is
allocated for travel expenseseight cents a mile. The CAC
budget is used to help pay for
the graduate assistant's salary
as well as an info-switch
phone, postage, and athletic
trainer coverage for contact
sports. Certified referees also
cost money ($45 plus travel)
and most come from Waterville or farther south because
there are none available up
here.
All clubs and organizations
on campus are for all students
to enjoy if they choose to do
so. The activity fee helps pay
for the Maine Campus. but do
all students read it? I doubt it.
Do all students tune in to

WMEB? No, but they both
receive funds from Student
Government, This campus
should contain a diverse
number of clubs for interested
students, but it is, important to
remember that ytiu can't force
participation, it is each stuent's choice. "Variety is the
spice of life" and students at
UMO have a wide range of
campus activities from which
to select. An increase in the'
also
would
activity fee
improve existing programs
and allow for new ones to
form. The UMO activity fee is
beneficial to this campus, and
students who get involved can
reap the rewards from the
many clubs and organizations
that are offered.
Lynda Nelson
Club Sports coordinator
Editor's note:
As indicated in the editorial,
the figures cited by Scott
Milliken reflect the allocations
made to the various clubs last
year, the year ending June 30,
1983. These figures were
provided by the Student
Government office. Nelson's
figures reflect allocations
made for the 1983-84 school
year.
When
allocations
were
made last year. the Club
Athletics Committee
was
called the Club Sports Advisory Committee.
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"No offense guys,
but I'm going back to sleep."

Off-campus overcrowding
To the editor:
In 1980, the town of
Orono estimated that .the
in
occupancy
apartment
Orono was 110 percent. In
other words, where there
were enough bathrooms and
fire escapes for 10 people,
11 were living. Since then,
additional
1000
about
students have fled from the
further
thus
dorms,
crowding the Orono housing
situation.
Since 1865, snow has
closed the university only 6
times, 2 of these times in
the past 3 years. The reason—the added number of
vehicles needed to bring
these students to class.
Clearly, the students have
voted with their feet. They
have left because they are
tired of rules which are
meet
the
to
defined

situation. They are tired of
hallways which are defined
as private so that they can
be billed for any damage,
and yet defined as public so
that they can be arrested for
(heaven forbid) carrying a
beer, through the hallway.
They are tired of living
under the petty whims of
tin-horn dictators, many of
whom earn more than their
professors.
So they move off campus.
They are willing to be
treated
class
as second
citizens. Now, there is a
serious body problem on
that
mainly
campus;
everyone
that
has
left
possibly can.
Now, Residential Life is
going broke (if it isn't
already). Well folks, you
dug your own grave.
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010's trivial complaints

•

am utterly amazed at the trivial.
complaints and criticisms the Maine
Campus
receives
and
prints,
these
greivances are absurd when compared to the
hardships many less fortunate people have to
face to survive. Let me repeat some of
these intolerable injustices: having to stand
to see a guest speaker, repetive meals in
the cafeterias, musicians and tenured chancellors
making too much money, insufficient funding for
the university, inadequate lab space and
equipment, salaries which rate at the bottom in
the United *States, slippery sidewalks. no
Burkstock, pseudo-Bumstock; selection of music
on WMEB. difficulty of exams, prices of books,
admission prices to movies and athletic events-,
the sub-par records ofvarious teams, having to
park "my car" in the Steam'Plant lot, no'honey to,
go drinking, etc., etc., etc. The list could go on.
Has anyone ever given Any thought to just how
well off each of us are? We have a place to leep, a

I

,

4111.-

roof over our heads, two or three meals..
every day, the opportunity for an education
(which is usually heavily subsidized by parents
and scholarships), jobs for faculty.and students,
freedom to practice religious beliefs, a political
voice and freedom. (to an extent), thousand dollar
stereos, televisions, telephones, newspapers, cars,
ships, a swimming pool, recreation facilities,
buses, leisure reading material, closets and
bureaus stuffed with numerous wardrobes (for
those special occassions), several pairs of shoes,
boots and sneakers, hospitals, doctors and
nurses. Likewise this list could go on.

people who could never envision the luxury we all
live in. These people do not despair and complain,
yet these are the people who are satisfied with life
alone.
This world is full of true evils. I urge the UMO
community to dwell on just how well off we are
and forget about those absurd and trivial
complaints. Many of you may find a:little peace
of mind.
One more thing....Forgive ine for the run-on
nature of some of the aboVe sentences. I'm aware
that they may not be grammatically acceptable.
There's no reason to write the Maine Campus
criticieing the poor composition. Just be thankful
you can read it at all.
0.

4

To demonstrate the absurdity of these
complaiRks, envision the lives of the 600.000,000
to 800.000,000 people starving in the world today.
Thousands of Whom die slow agonizing deaths
every day. There's no need to travel to the Third
World to find the starving, the illiterate, the
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Bill Snow is..11 senior microbiologv/shemistry
major from Brunswick Maine
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Circuit
Simone de Beauvoir has aptly expressed:

Criticism offertimists
, Feminists are united by the belief that the
Unequal and subordinate status of women is
unjust and must be changed. They are divided
over the issue of what kind of changes are
required if women are to be liberated from
this unjust•situation.
I am not at all sure what unites antifeminists. It could be the belief that women do

Short circuit
Jana Sawicki
not have an unequal or subordinate status, or
the belief that for some reason (eg.,
psychological, biological) they should have an
unequal and subordinate status. I suspect that
the division's among anti-feminists are not
articulated to the same degree as those among
feminists since anti-feminists are not as
engaged in analyzing the current situation of
women, or in devising strategies for change.
They do not have to be; we live in an antifeminist society.
Anti-feminism is disturbing. But what is
more disturbing is the fact that there are many
women and men who do not view themselves'
as feminists despite the fact that they might
agree that the unequal and subordinate status
of women is unjust. How can this be? Clearly,
"feminism" has a bad name. A feminist
response to these individuals is in order.

In the remainder of this essay I want to
address a number of typical criticisms of
feminists or feminism which serve to prevent
would-be feminists from moving into the
feminist camp.
First, there is the "all feminists are manhaters" myth. Now, even if there were some
feminists who openly expressed disdain for
men, this would not provide good reason for
rejecting feminism, for the criticism amounts
to an attack on the personal characteristics of
some feminists and not on feminism as a
theoretical framework or strategy for bringing
about change. It is a fallacious ad hominen
(sic) argument. Man-hating is not part of most
feminist agendas. Furthermore, it is important
not to confuse man-hating with the occasional
anger or frustration that many feminists
express when confronted with sexism. One
could certainly argue that anger and frustration
are justifiable and healthy in certain situations.
Another common response to feminism is
the vive la difference argument. Feminists are
charged With trying to make women more like
men and with not appreciating the pleasures
associated with sexual difference. Indeed many
the
eliminate
to
want
do
feminists
institutionalization of sex roles. This would
reducing the differences between
result
women and men. (Some differences are
an
irreducible.) Perhaps from
probably
aesthetic point of view the elimination of some
of these differences would be a loss. But the
gains would be greater than the losses. As

Communiqu

One can appreciate the beauty or flowers,
the charm of wohien, and appreciate them
at their true value; if these treasures
cost blood or misery, they must be
sacrificed. (The Second Sex, p. 686, N.Y.,
Bantam Books, 1961)
The "blood" and "misery" she is referring to
is not only the female frustration and waste of
female potential which has resulted from rigid
Sex role differentiation, but also the violence
against women which has been perpetrated as
a result of sexism.
A third response, to feminism is the
trivialization of women's oppression. Women
are made to feel guilty for "complaining"
when they should be grateful for being "well
taken care of," for not having to face the
cruel world, etc. This response universalizes the
situation of relatively privileged women and
amounts to a flilure to see the struggles of
women of all classes and races throughout
history, the increasing feminization of poverty,
the increase in the number of single working
mothers, and the stresses which dependency
often creates.
The above are only a few of the forms
which resistance to feminism has taken. They
make it easier for the would be feminist to
justify sitting on the fence. Yet, even the
faintest sense that there might be something of
value in the feminist struggle against sexism is
reason enough to jump off that fence. In a
'feminist context any of the differences one
might have with other feminists can be
discussed in the spirit of eliminating injustice.
Sitting on the fence only results in the
perpetuation of that injustice.

by Scott Blaufuss
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Migratory Fish Research Institute Seminar. D'r.,
Charles Moody: "Non-specific Cytotixic Activity of
Teleost Leucocytes: The Green Beret Cells of Fish
Immune Response." 102 Murray Hall. 3:10 p.m.

d,

Perq
Physics Colloquium: Geoffrey GOrdon: "Climate
Reconstruction from Historic Materials." 140
Bennett Hall. 4:10 p.m
Sabbath Eve Services. Drummond Chapel, Union.
4:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "Singin in the Rain." 101 E/M. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
UMO Opera Theatre. "Gianni" by Puccini, ank :
"Trial by Jury" by Gilbert and Sullivan, i HON
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
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Saturday, Feb. 18
Newman Center Liturgy. Newman Center. 4:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "The Star Chamber." 101 E/M. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
FO'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m.
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Sunday, Feb. 19
Newman Center Liturgy. Newman Center. 9:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. 101 E/M. 11:15 a.m.
UMO Family Entertainment. Music and Song with
Anne Zimmerman. Damn Yankee, Union. 1:20 p.m.
SEA Sunday Movie. "The Pink Panther Strikes
Again." 101 E/M. 2 p.m.
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Wrestlers beat'MIA 37-14
6

by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer

pound division) avenged a loss to
MMA's Casey Comfort with a solid
13-5 decision. Comfort had beaten
UMO's wrestling team won its
Carzo 12-6 in the Northern New
England Wrestling Tournament at
ninth meet with a 37-14 victory over
Plymouth State last Saturday.
Maine Maritime Academy in Castine
Wednesday.
The Middies were
In the 167 pound division UMO's
forced to forfeit four weight classes
Jim Durfee won a decision over
and coach Nick Nicolich used the
MMA's Kyle Michaels 9-2 and 190
situation to use some reserves.
pound junior Tim Nagelin pinned
MMA's Mike Taylor in 2:11.
"It gave us a chance to give some
Hagelin had pinned Taylor in 2:11
guys some mat time and peak into
the future for next year," Nicolich
at the state meet in January.
said.
MMA won the 142, 167 and the
heavyweight divisions.
MMA forfeited the 118, 126, 150
and 167 pound weight classes which
This Saturday the team travels to
gave the Black Bears a 24 point Durham, N.H. to wrestle against
lead. In the six matches that were
UNH, Boston University and Boston
wrestled, MMA and UMO, now 9-2
College.
overall, split with three victories..„
Mat talk: UMO sophomore Pat
apiece.
Kelly (150 pounds) is doubtful for
"When you think about it it's
Saturday. Kelly has tendonitis in his
because
Maine
right knee and is scheduled to see
quite disturbing
Dr. Archambault Friday morning.,,
Maritime actually beat us 14-13
without the forfeits," Nicolich said.
UMO sophomore Scott Carzo (134
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Swift can travel to Texas •
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
Late Thursday afternoon UMO
sports information director Len
Harlow called the NCAA and was
informed that a letter is on its way
to Orono concerning UMO pitcher
Bill Swift being able to travel with
the UMO baseball team to Texas
March 9-24.
Swift was suspended by the
NCAA in January for conducting

Bangor-Merrilleld

Office Supply,Inc.
Drafting & Engineering Supplies
School Supplies
Typewriters
Calculators

14 State Street
Downtown Bangor
942-5511

L&

contract
negotiations
with
a
professional baseball team.
IlY is still suspended for 18
games and won't be able to
participate with the team while it's
in Texas but he will be able to
travel with and work out with the
team," Harlow said.
Swift was drafted in the second
round by the Minnesota Twins in
the 1983 June draft and entered into
contract negotiations with the team
which is a violation of NCAA rules.
Swift was suspended for one-third

Busch

947-6340
Spot cash paid for used
musical instruments
Audio - Stereos- Records
Tapes Pianos

Swift's
three-year
record
at
UMO is 22-5, which is a record for
most wins in a career. Swift will be
eligible to compete when the team
resumes its New England schedule in
April.

Sa1115S—Music

Treadwell breaks records
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer

Plac•

30 Main St., Bangor

Market

The little guy tries harder
Best Beer prices in town
Coldest Beer in town
Come and see our discount prices

S8.15

barbottles

& tax/dep.

Miller Lite

$2.69

16 oz. bottles 6-pack

& tax/dep.

Knickerbocker

$3.69

12 pack 12 oz.

& tax/dep.

Coke, Diet Coke & Tab

$1.59

16 oz.--6 packs

& tax/dep.

Pepsi

2 for 99C

1 liter

& tax/dep.

Tony's Pizzas
Humpty Dumpty Chips

$1.79
89C

8.5 oz.
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(18 games) of the season and lost an
appeal in an attempt to regain his
eligibility status.
Harlow said he did not know the
exact wording of the letter but every
indication is that Swift can travel
and work out with the team.

-Need-CaTgh?-

Mill St., Orono
866-2551
_

UMO's Scott Carzo defeated Maine Maritime Academy's Casey Cornfort 13-5 Wednesday night in Castine. (Hawkins photo)
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Ws_ been a record-breaking
.year for the UMO women's
--basketball team and the trold is
'continuing.
In the last few weeks, senior
guard and tri-captain Julie
Treadwell has broken all UMO
assists records in the books.
Treadwell had 14 assists in a
game against the University of
New Brunswick on Dec. 3 in the
Memorial Gym: Because there
was no published record for most
assists in a game. Treadwell's 14
became the record.
Treadwell also
surpassed
Cathy Nason's 1982-83 record
for assists in a season (129) on
Feb. 2 against UMPI in Presque
Isle. In that game, she had 11
assists, and currently has 152 on
the season with four games left
on the schedule.
The record far most career
assists. formerly held by Nason
(365), has been surpassed by
Treadwell who currently has 387
career assists.
Black Bear head coach Peter

Gavett said Treadwell was forced
to adopt a different role this year
than the one she performed last
season Last year. Gavett said
former Black Bear standout
Nason Ted- -The- Offense and
Treadwell was more of a shooter.
This year, Treadwell controls
the offense and is not expected to
take as many shots, Gavett said.
He said she is taking fewer shots
and her shooting has increased
from 30 percent to 41 percent.
He said she has been a very
unselfish player and has accepted her new roles as tri-captain
and play maker. Gavett said her
value to the team, because of her
offensive adjustment, is improved and the sacrifices she
made were ones that someone
more ego-orienfEd -Slight not
have made.
"When she's playing well,
she's the focal point of our
offense.
She'll get people
excited and initiate positive
play," he said.
He said that the idea works the
other way also, in that when she
plays poorly it effects the rest of
the team.
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ockey team to face off against Princeton on Saturday
by Jerry Tourigne
Staff Writer
After a week off the ice, the.UMO
B!c.cic dear skaters will return to action
Saturday night when they host the
Tigers of Princeton University.
The Bears have been eliminated
from the playoffs and will now take
aim on their last four games and try to

finish the season, and coach Jack"
Semler's career, on a high note.
Maine is currently in 15th place in
the ECAC,butsould finish as high as,
T. ,Bears, 5-13, are one win
hehind Cornett (6-11) who occupy the
12th spot. Princeton (5-10-1), and
Vermont (5-11-1), will also vie for that
position in the Standings.

The Bears are 8-3 overall, and 5-3 in sore ankle. Jacques
sustained the
division play in the friendly confines of injury fan. 14 at Lowell
and it has
Alfond Arena. In_ Maine's last two caused him considerable
pain since.
home games, they have pc...:zd two
"-llowing next Tuesday's horde
shutouts (the, most in a single season game with BC, the Bears
will host the
for the Bears). They blanked UNH 3-0 Mules of Colby College
on Saturday
on Feb. 7, and Brown 6-0, on Jan. 21. Feb. 25, and will
close out the season
Senior winger Paul Giacalone on Monday, Feb. 27
against Vermont
suffered a rotator cuff injury Feb. 9 at University.
Yale and is doubtful for Saturday's
The Vermont game will be the last
game. Both Giacalone and trainer Phil for seniors
Todd Bjorkstrand and
Mateja are optimistic that he will be Giacalone in addition
to Semler. It will
able to play Tuesday night against also be the last
game
for Vermont
an outstanding game on defense Boston College.'
Head Coach Jim Cross, who coached
'
causing numerous turnovers and
Right winger Ray Jacques has not Semler when he .played
at Vermont
picking up seven' steals.
seen action in the month of February between: 1965-68.
The playoff picture for BCC is now, because of ineffecti
ve play due to a
on hold because EMVTI upset No.2
Northern
Maine
Vocational
Technical Institute earlier this week,
who played without their 6-foot-8
center.
1
If EMVTI beats SMVTI then BCC is
out of the playoffs. An EMVTI loss
Stillwater Aye.
would force a one-game playoff
Old Town
between BCC and EMVTI.
"We've played well this semester
and it would be a shame if we didn't
make the playoffs," Martel said.
Martel said three one-point losses
earlier in the year could come back to
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
haunt the team.
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
We are hoping we get into the
114Y OUR NEWEST ITEM
playoffs because we feel we are
capable of winning the championWITH ALL THE
ship," Martel said. "The hardest
FIX/N'S
thing is going to be practicing for the
Plus ovor 120 hot and cold !toms
next two weeks and knowing that it
and our "Fix-Your-Own" Sundcas
will all be for naught if EMVTI beats
cornw. You can't boot itt
SMVTI. It will be hard to keep them up
(the team)but if we make the playoffs,
MILLEI.'Z
watch out."

BCC Jets win season final
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The Bangor Community College
Jets upset the University of Maine at
Augusta 91-85 Wednesday night in its
final regular season game. The Jets
must now wait until Eastern Maine
Vocational Technical Institute plays
No. I Southern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute Feb. 28 to see if
it makes the playoffs. EMVTI must
lose to force a tie with BCC for the
final playoff spot.
The win improved BCC's record to
4-6 in the Maine Small College
Conference and 6-9 overall. The upset
over the two-time defending league
champions was only the second time
BCC beat UMA in four years.
BCC led by 17 with four minutes left
but three starters fouled out during th'e
final minutes and coach Dennis Martel
was forced to finish the game with two
second string players.
"It was a big win needed to stand a
chance at making the playoffs,
Martel said.
The Jets were led by six foot-three
inch Dave Fotter's 27 points and John
Clay's 16 points. Gary Levesque had

e.41Arshepeass'o Worist

827-7721

We Deliver!

TACOS

OTHER ROOM'
427
Main Street, Bangor

1984 Winter Carnival
Delta Tau Delta's

at
for
I be
earn
e in

111*
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR

TWO GREAT
REASONS10
SEE THE
QUIRK B9;11

Bed Sled Race
- iOOpm
Behind Hilltop Commons
On the Hilltop Road
Sponsored by Delta Tau Delta, UMFB
McDonald's, WGUY 101 fm, and Coke
$5.00 entry fee benefits to go to the
Ronald-lVkDonald House
There will.be live radio, Y101 FM,
and T.V. broadcasting
Buy your bed sled t-shirt!
Enjoy refreshments from McDonald's
(Chicken McNuggets (1). & Fries) and Coke!

No Alcoholic Beverages
Merchants $50
The Flying Dog
G.M. Pollack & Sons
Freeses
Depositor Trust Co.
The Maine Coat Town
Discount Beverages
The Word Shop
Yianni's Pizza & Pub
The Ski Rack

205 Hogan Rd. Bangor, Me. 04401

Holiday Health & Racquet Club
Napoli's Pizza
The Legal Shoppe
Old Town Furniture Co:
Dubay Auto Parts, Inc.
Old Town Canoe Co., Ihc.
Stillwater Texaco
Colonial Carpets

AMC/RENAULT SALES&SERVICE

Join Y101
Saturday Night
at Delta Tau Delta
I.D.'s required
List Party

44 Griffin Road Bangor, Maine 04401
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Johnson first U.S.male to ever win Alpinegold
Mueller claimed the silver medal in
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP)—Bill
Johnson. hurtling down Mount Bjelas1:45.86, and Austria's Anton Steiner
nica at an average speed of 63 mph, took the bronze in 1:45.95. Franz
ended Etirope4n domine.**71 of the •,3('.- rimer of Aust...d. th.:. 1'976 Olympic
men's downhill Thursday as he won
downhill champion, took too much air
America's first men's Alpine Olympic
on his run and finished 10th in 1:47.04.
gold medal ever at the XIV Winter
From the start of downhill training
Games.
12 days ago. Johnson insisted the
course was made for him. It contains
"Finally the string is broken," said
few difficult turns and several long,
the brash, confident Johnson, refer- flat sections. perfect for "gliders" ring to the nine previous Olympic skiers who make good time on the
downhills, all won by European skiers, flats. And Johnson, one of the best
most of them Austrian. "We can
gliders in the world, predicted he
win a lot more. lwas glad to stick it
would win after dominating training
to the Austrians. They think they
runs.
should win every time."
"1 put a lot of pressure on myself"
with the prediction, Johnson said
"This is both America's medal and
Thursday f. as his victory became
mine." he said, echoin the words of apparent. "If I had gotten second. I'd
Debbie Armstrong who yelled to the
be a real bum. I would have gone into
crowd after her giant slamon victory:
manic-depression.
"Now America has it."
' "But this is my course. I can go
Johnson,--2.1-, of Van - Nuys,--Calif,--straight faster-than anybody-.-I-doh't
has virtually conquered downhill
want to say I'm the best in the woild,
skiing in just over a month. On Jan.15 but I won the Olympics and I deserve
in Wegen. Switzerland, he stunned
. the gold medal.Europe's best by becoming the first
Johnson had the fourth fastest
American ever to win a World Cup
intermediate time two-thirds of the
downhill race. Now he is also the first
way down the course, which is 3,066
American ever to win an Olympic
meters long with a vertical drop of 803
downhill gold.
meters.
' The gold medals. of Johnson and . He was 44-hundredths of a second
Armstrong in Alpikne events gave the slower than Steiner at the second
United States its best showing in the
intermediate, but he made up time on
centerpiece Alpine events since it won
the final section by staying low in his
two golds in 1952. „
tuck.
Johnson was clocked in I minute,
Switzerland's Pirmin Zurbriggen,
45.59 seconds. Switzerland's Peter the World Cup overall standings

Fit

leader, was fourth in 1:46.05, and
The race was originally scheduled
teammate Urs Raeber and Austria's for last Thursday, but poor weather
Helmut Hoeflehner tied for fifth in • forced a postponement to Friday, then
!:46.32. Sepp Wikigruber of
to SupcLav and finally to .7 .rsday,
Germany finished seventh in 1:46.53, when it was finally run under mostly
and Steve Podborski was the top sunny skies.
Canadian, taking eighth in 1:46.59.

Hamilton first US. male to %sin
Olympic skating gold in N years
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP)—
Scott Hamilton. dressed in the colors
of the U.S. flag, won America's first
men's figure skating gold medal in 24
years Thursday night at the XIV
Olympic Winter Games.
Canadian Brian Orser won the silver
medal and Czechoslovakia's Jozef
Sobovcik took the bronze:
David Jenkins was the last
American man to_win_a_gokl,medalin
figure skating when he won the event
in 1960.
It was the third gold medal for the
U.S. in these games and the fifth
overall. After receiving his medal.
Hamilton skated around the Zetra
arena rink, carrYing the American flag
on long staff.
In winning the gold, Hamilton, 25,
of Denver and a three-time world
champion, did not skate his best. In

fact, he as outskated in both the
short and the freestyle programs by
Orser, the Canadian champion.
Hamilton usually completes five
triple jumps in his final program .but
he popped out of a triple flip and,t4
cost him point deductions for technical,
merit. Instead of three revolutions he
only did one. Had he not been winning
by such a large margin after the
compulsory figures, he ma,' have lost
the medal that America had expected
him to win for some time.
Orser, on the other hand, skated a
far more technically difficult program
and landed a triple axel jump.
something very few competitors
attempt.
Brian Boitano of Sunnyvale. Calif..
skated a very strong final program and
finished fifth overall.
P
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Edward's Tire
Company
541 Wilson St., Brewer Maine, 04412.
Phone: 989-2777

Discount Beverages
7 Oak Street, Orono

866-7711
We have ,,the Best Selection of Imported & Domestic
Beers
Wines in the area!!!

fr.

I-

CLOSE

•

B.F.Goorivh SALE
Economy
PricecA/Mounte

Steel Radial
p 185 80 r13 $58.35
p 205 75r 15
p 215 75r 15
p 235 75r 15

Proven
XLM

W/W

175
185
185
195

& tax/dep.

Rolling Rock
.1 oz.' barbottles case
Miller Lite

$6.75
& tax/dep.

$2.75
& tax/dep.

Bella Soave, Bardolino, Trebiano, Valpollicella $4.39
750 ml.

& tax

Tytell Lambrusco, Bianco

$1.64

750 ml.

& tax
Fast Friendly Service
We gladly accept bottle returns ail day.

Performers
$49.95
$53.09
$55.20
$57.83

barbottles

16 oz. bottles--6 pack

$67.57
- $68.57
$76.69

70r 13
70; 13.
70r 14L
•70r 14

Winter Carnival Specials

Busch

Import mounted
Radial Trailmaker

Student Specials..

mexican restaurants
Stop By and Warm Up
With A Complete Mexican Meal
During Winter Carnival,Week!
Or IfActivities Keep You Running
Use Our Convenient Take-Out.

lube oil, filter
$9.88 up to 5 quarts
Group 24-30 year batteries,
major brand oil
maintenance FREE installed
$36.8f Top Post,Fits WM of
GMC,CHY,FORD,
MANY IMPORTS

Stillwater Ave., Orono
Call: 827-5938
Open: 11 AM toll PM/7 Days

et'
I
r‘t

Also, Front end alignments, only $16.88
-call for an appointment today

FRANKLIN
.
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by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Ann England nas only been
running seriously for two years.
This year will be the first time in
her life she will compete in cross
country, indoor and outdoor
track. As late as 1982 she was the
captain of the UMO field hockey
team. Why did she leave field
hockey for competitive running?
I got all I was going to get out
of field hockey," she said, "and I
wanted to try somethng else, a
new challenge."
She started her transition ;to
running- in the spring of 1982
when she joined outdoor track.
And although she has never
trained over the summer
England ran cross country
successfutly-lastfall. She was the
team's number two runner all
year and she has continired to
improve.
"She's an extremely talented
runner, a gifted athlete," distance coach O.J. Logue said.
"She's got what it takes to be
competitive at the national
level.
"That's how good England is
becoming. Logue will remind you
that _"she's only been running
two years" and he believes,
along with England, that next
year, if not this winter, she can
run with the nation's best.
"She's,only five seconds from
the natiohal level now," Logue
said. "With Ann it is clear what
her potential is—nationals—but
it isn't her immediate goal, if she
gets it, great, but it's not built
into the plan right now."
The "plan" Logue 'has
England following is a point-base
system that he adjusts her
workouts around. The higher the
points, the faster she has to run
her speed workouts. Logue said
England would have to'limp up

30 or 40 points to run the
wt..-1:auts that a:e :omparable to
'the national level, but that
doesn't mean she might not
"pop a good one."
"Ann's a hard worker and a
motivated athlete," Logue said.
"She's got the talent (to become,
national caliber). She wouldn't
be able to do what she's dog.
without the talent."
All England is doing is
breaking university records.Since the indoor season began in
December. England has broken
her school record in the 1,000
yard rurt three times. Saturday
against the University of Vermont in the Orono fieldhouse she
reduced her time from 2:42.0 to
2:36.6. The latter time is only
five seconds away from- the
NCAA standard. England also
broke the 1,500 meter record of
4:40.6. England's time two
weeks ago was 4:37.6.
England said, "Going into the
season I was not concentrating
on the 1,500, but I'm glad
I ran it. That's the time I
wanted."
EnglandAs also on a-roll and
she credits it 'to Log,ue's
program.
"That's it right there," she
said. "His program is set on to
meet my goal."
England is not totally satisfied
with her season yet, however..
Her goal in the beginning of the
year was to run 2:35. She's right
on target to reach that time in the
next few weeks.
"O.J. told me that was
realistic for me (running 2:35)
this year and I agree with him."
she said. "I want to do the
best I can do. I will have the
competition to push me."
After her record run Saturday
she said,"My dad's saying 'only
_ fiy_e _more seconds,_ you can do it

(qualify for nationals)', but
rur. • g with the cornr,C.on I
think I can handle 2:35."
England set her latest 'mark
while running alone,'that is why
she and Logue think'she can run
faster when she gets to the
bigger meets. England went
through the 880 split Saturday in
2:17, Which -mould have established a university record for that
distance, which is another sign.
Logue believes, she can go
faster.

Ann England
After she had time to rest from
her solo record-breaking performance in the 1,000 Saturday,
England joined Theresa Lewis,
Beth Heslam and Helen Dawe to
set a fieldhouse record of 9:46.1
in the two-mile relay. With Sue
Elias, the school record-holder in
the half-mile, returning to action
after a week's illness, England
and the relay team may set more
records.

7g

• Brown:Coee Farm yogurt, 32Oz.- $I.29(Sorrel Ridge Jam. 100z.- $1.99'
Apple Apricot juice, Rasberry juice. 320z. $1.39
es
Celestial Seasonings, Sleepytime. and Red Zinger Teas424 box) $1.49
'Stow Milk Cheese,.Mild and Sharp. only S2.9911b.
Narurade Weight Reduction Powders, 1Roz, only $7.95
Kiss My Face Pure Olive Oil Bar Strap. 8.8oz. $1.49
KAL Nutritional Supplements Mega Vita-Min. 2 for $h.95
JOJOBA Shampoo. 27oz. $3.49/Natures Gate Herbal Shampoo, I8oz. $2.39
of Maine Nat'l Toothpaste. 304 $1.59/Rachel Perry French Message Formula. 8oz. $7
11.75oz. 99(
Carrot Chips. 4oz. $l,09/Fjord Thin 100 percerit,CAsigiread, ,
Seiami. Tortilla Chips, Goz. 3794/Nitures1Tearth Margarine 1157-9eX

Bulk FoodvSale

1130

And vitamins from f
1.991b.
Apricots
"
Schiff''
,"Plus'', and "American Health'.
2.591b.
Almonds
all on sale.
2.791b.
Walnuts
1.891b.
Honey
COME BY REAL SOON!
Mann
,
Fig Bars
Prices good thru March 2, 1984
...AND MORE!!

helps
prevent
birth
defects
Support
March of Dimes

Orono's largest independent, grocery and
beverage centerWe lead, others follow

hours: 9-5 Mon.- Sat.
Brewer Shopping Center, Brewer, Me.

Is

People
Power

Food and Beverage Center

Natural Living Center
Winter Carnival of Savings
•Just In... HUGE new shipment of
brewing supplies including
&hue British Malts
• Expanded Dept. ofeChiental Food

*England is a senior this
year and will graduate 'lit May, b
but her plans are to come baek to
grad school at UMQ and use her
final year of eligibility. Next year
will be the biggest year for Ann
England's running, but this year
isn't over yet.
"Hopefully I will be coming
back next year and I'm going to
train
hard this summer,"
England said.
"I've had some very gifted
athletes to work with," Logue
said. "Ann had the talent before
I worked with her. It was just
developing her speed and
strategy. Just a matter how to
tap that.
"Every once in a while you get
someone like Ann which makes it
(coaching) all
worthwhile,"
Logue
continued. „"Another
attractive element with Ann is
her leadership."

Agency Liquor Store- Kegs & Taps- Cold Beer & Wine

24 HOUR
- SPECIAL
4

Red Hot Special
'Check This Out"

Genessee - Beer

.97
of 24
524-12
oz. cans
Fri. 8 p.m. to Sat. 8 p.
Linft one per Cu tomer

4
4
4
4

oiling
ock Bee
3.97
12-12 oz. cans

12 pack (take 2 six packs)

Fri. to Fri.
No Limi

Meiste
Brau

Stroh's

3.97

19.97

12 pack (12-12 oz. cans)
Fri.-Sat. Only
Limit One

'A Barrels
s Availab

Nor responsible for typographic errors While supplies lost. We reserve the light to limit qusotities.

ctgife4r,

^

•$
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Winter Carnival Weekend
Free Tickets
UVIO Promotions is Ipaking
Vermont women's and men's
Utica basketball games and the
Princeton hockey game part of
Carnival Weekend

WeekendSpoils
Friday

Basketball (Women) vs. VerTioni.00

-Home 6:00

Basketball (Men) vs. Utica

Home 8:00

Saturday Track (Women) vs. MAIAW Oham at Colby Away 1:00
Basketball (Women) vs. Vermont

Home POO

Wrestling vs. UNH

Away 2:00

Hockey vs. Princeton

Home 7:30

Groups of dorm, fraternities ana sororities
(affiliated groups) of 10 or more people will be
admitted free. Or - wear your dorm T-shirt,
Greek letter jackpt, etc., or a shirt or jacket etc.
in the Maine light blue color and be admitted
free.
Focus presents in the North and
South Lown Rooms, 7:30p.m to
midnight
Friday: Bob Winglass
An evening of classic guitar
Saturday: Lindsey Durnbaugh
Jazz, pop, classical, and rock
and roll piano

, •
Tan he really create?"a girl whispered.
"Heavens no!" Arthur exclaimed_
"He never created an ad in his life

no
admission
charge

They Laughed When I Sat Down
to Create an Ad
But When I Won the Competition!-

NIVE
AVE.
ciNEmAs STILLWATER
OLD TOWN
827-3850
MERYL STREEP KURT RUSSELL •(HER

A

RTHUR had recently created
an ad for his Advertising 101
class. The room rang with
accolades for his accomplishment. I
decided that this would be a dramatic
moment for me to make my debut. To
the amazement of all of my friends. I
strode confidently over to the typewriter and sat down. "Jack is up to his old tricks: somebody chuckled. The-crowd- laughed;
They were all certain that I copuldn't
create a single thing.
"Can he really create?" I heard a girl
whisper to Arthur.
"Heavens, no!" Arthur exclaimed.
"He never created an ad in all his life
. . . But just you watch him. This is
going to be good."
I decided to make the most of the
situation. With mock dignity I took a
blank piece of paper fromAhe drawer
and with a flourish inserted it behind
the platen and rolled it in place. Then
I rose and adjusted the chair and threw
back my imaginary tuxedo tails.
"What do you think of his execution?" called a voice from the rear.
"We're in favor of it!" came back the
answer, and the crowd rocked with
laughter.

SILKWOOD
On November 13.1974.
Kolen Silkwood on ern.
ployee of a nuclear
hoary lett to meet we:
a reporter from the
New Yorfr Times.
c4She never got there

joili

JO. OEM-TORY FO.

Eves. at 6:45-9:00 Sat. and Sun. matinee at 2:00

High School Honor Student by doy.
Hollywood Hooker by night.
Her two worlds
ore about
to collide

ANGEL
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
EMI. at 7:15-9:15 Sat

Sun Matinee at 2:00-

WADLEIGH'S
GROCERY

a.

BUSCH BAR BOTTLES
case
3899
MILLER LITE
16oz. bottles
$2.99
OLD MILWAUKEE 12 PACK
12oz.. cans
•
$4.89
PEPSI
I liter
231.01'
KEN -L,-RATION DOG FOOD
lloz
331(X)
AJAX DIN iWASHING DFTFRC;FNT
22oz
111.1,+

Cold Wine-Beer -keg,
11:00p.m. Weekday Open
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12p.m.
Sun. 'til 10p.m.
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504

. "Where did you learn?" — "How
long have you studied?" — "Who was
your teacher?"
"Creating advertising is an art and
a science:. I replied. "With just a little
self confidence and some study on the
principles I've discovered that I have
talent. I'm now ready to try my hand
and enter the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition.'
- "Tell us more about the Competition." they all demanded

How I Found Out About
the 1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising
Competititon
And then I explained that the College Media Advisers, my college newspaper and Dodge Division of The New
Chrysler Corporation were sponsoring
a Creative Advertising'Competition
open to all students on campus. "The
Competition is really swell," I
exclaimed.

A Complete Triumph!

.t

As the last words filled the paper, I
sketched a writer's rough of the layout
and illustra%)on. The room resounded
with a suddteh roar of applause. I found
myself surrounded by excited faces.
How my friends carried on! Men shook
my hand — wildly congratulated me —
pounded me on the back in their
enthusiasm! Everybody was exclaiming with delight — plying me with
rapid 'questions . .. "Jack! Why didn't
you tell us you could create like-that?"

develop one print advertisement featuring the 1984 subject product — the
1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z. You may
work alone or in teams.
The submissions will be reviewed by
the national judging committee and
each campus winner will have his/her
ad appear in the sponsoring college
newspaper.
First, Second and-Third Place
national Winners will be-Selected by-the
same panel. Thenational awards are:
First Place
Winning ad placed in all
participating college
newspapers nationwide
$3,000 Scholarship
CMA "Golden Pencil" Award
Second Place
$1,000 Scholarship
EMA "Silver Pencil" Award
Third Place
$500 Scholarship
CMA "Bronze Pencil" Award

Jeff S
defend
15th
Friday
by Wayn
Staff Wri

Send for All the
Competition Information
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There are no entry fees. Pick up- an
entry form at this participating college newspaper office, or fill out the
entry form included in this ad.

Then I Started to Create
Instantly a tense silence fell on the
guests. The laughter died on their lips
as if by ,magic. I created a copy
approach and headline. I heard gapes
of amazement. My friends sat breathless —.."'spellbound!
..
I wrote on and as I wrote I forgot the
people around me. I forgot the hour, the
place, the breathless crowd. The little
world I lived in seemed to fade —
seemed to grow dim — unreal. Only the
creativity was real. Only the concept
and visions it brought me. Visions as
beautiful and as changing as the classic advertising of John Caples and
other great masters.

FOOD STAMPS WELCOME

oo

Si

The 1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z
Competition Subject Product
Then I told them the whole story.
"I saw an interesting ad in the campus newspaper," I continued. "It
sounded challenging."
"It's a national contest judged by
advertising professionals and practitioners. I sent for the Competition Kit
and got all the rules and procedures
They even sent me actual marketing
reference on the subject product with
copy points and objectives."
'The information arrived promptly'
and I started in that very !fight t.p
study the background'. I was amazed to
see how easy it was to participate."
"My entry is due on March 24 and I
just know that I'll be a finalist"
•

CMA
1984 College Newspaper
Creative Advertising Competition
P.O. Box 121
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(201)874-4923
Please send me the Competition Kit.
Name
Address
City

.

State
'

•

Fame and Fortune Awaits
You too, can now enter the 1984 College Newspaper Creative Advertising
Competition. Entering students must

Zip

Telephone
Sponsor mg College Newspaper

John Caples wrote the classic advertisement: -They Laughed When I Sat Num at the Piano."
•

a
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Rearskaters snare Tigers 5-4 in OT
(seepage 4)

Maine
Campus
vol. XCIV no. XXVI
_
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The University of Maine at Orono student newspaper since 1875
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Scoring records surpassed

Jeff Sturgeon (4)* makes a strong move to the hoop against Utica
defenders. Sturgeon, who scored 29 points to surpass his father as the
15th all-time leading scorer at Maine, paced the Bears to a 75-68 win
Friday in the Pit. (Arnold photo)
skyed high for a tip narrowing the
by Wayne Rivet
Bears lead to 47-45.
Staff Writer
At 10:34. Maine's 6-foot-10 center
The UMO men's basketball team Jeff Cross scored inside putting Maine
behind Jeff Sturgeon's 29 points, five ahead 53-47.
rebounds and five assists, defeated the
After a Maine timeoLit with 5:37 left.
Utica College Pioneers 75-68 Friday
Paul Cook hit a baseline turn around
night before a crowd of 700 in the Pit.
jumper and Sturgeon popped in an
The night was a monumental night
outside jumper giving Maine a 68-59
for Sturgeon as he passed his father.
lead.
Don, as the schools. 15th all-time
The Pioneers tried to rally but
career scorer. The younger Sturgeon
couldn't get any closer than seven as
by-passed his father by two points with
Sturgeon's fastbreak layup with just 34
873.
,
seconds
remaining
sealed
the
The Black Bears, 13-9, had a t&ngh
Pioneer's fate.
time shaking a stubborn Utica team,
Utica opened the game with two
9-14, as the Bears went into the locker
baseline jumpers by Jay Rich to lead
room with only a four point advantage
the Bears 4-0. But the Bears scored 12
at halftime. 41-37. The game wasstraight points to take a lead they
marked by turnovers (33 in the,game)
would never relinquish. In the Maine
ad 48 total personal fouls.
drive. Sturgeon scored six while Cook
pt the second half, Mainelumped to
added four.
a six point edge when Jeff Wheeler hit
If there was a turning point in the
a shot that had bounced high off the
game, it may have occured when the
rim, touching the top of the backboard,
Pioneers trimmed a 47-40 Maine lead
and fell through giving Maine a 45-39
to 47-45. But it was at this injunction
lead.
that 5-foot-9 guard Wallace Williams
BLit the Pioneers remained close as
(see BEARS page 3)
Ulf Tornstrom, a native of Sweden,
ai

Emily Ellis put on an offensive clinic this weekend as she scored 42
points Friday night, which broke the school record for most points
scored in one game, and scored 20 points Saturday, which made her
only the second woman in Maine history to score 1,000 points. The
Bears swept Vermont, 99-72 and 64-4*. (Ferazzi photo)
In Saturday's game, Ellis was again
by Wayne Rivet
Staff Writer
a force as she scored 20 points, and
The UMO women's basketball team had41 rebounds to lead the Bears past
registered convincing victories this Vereont, 64-47.
The weekend sweep upped Maine's
weekend against the University of
record
to 13-10 while the Catamounts
Vermont
Catamounts, phut
the
fell
to
5-18.
spotlight belonged to.r-it '6400t-10
On Friday night, a tenacious Black
center from troOks.t,e-,
Bear
press forced Vermont into 18 first
Emily Ellis put onian offensive clinic
Friday night as' she scored 42 points, half turnovers as the Bears raced to
hauled down eight rebounds and had victory.
At 16:31 of the first half, Ellis stole
two blocked sti st;
i4arering the Black
the ball on an inbounds play and put in
Bear*,to all e
-72 victory.
The junior center broke the UMO an easy layup giving Maine an early
scoring record for most points in a 6-5 lead. Maine then, behind Ellis who
game with 4:29 left in the contest on an scored 10 Of Maine's first 18 points,
outscored Vermont 25-10.
inside layup.
The Bears continued to roll as Claire
Then on Saturday afternoon, Ellis
broke yet another milestone by scoring McCoy hit an outside jumper and
her 1,000th .career point. She became Cormier hit a baseline jumpshot giving
only the second player in Maine, Maine a comfortable 43-22 lead. The
history to score 1.000 points. Lisa Bears went into halftime with a 51-33
Cormier, a senior guard, was the first lead after McCoy scored an easy layup
woman to accomplish this. Cormier Off a nice pass from Kissy Walker with
scored her 1,000th point on Feb. 11, just :02 left.
against
the
University
of
(see WOMEN page 3)
Massachusetts in Amherst, Mass.
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IntramuralRo
41.•

Dormitory Basketball League
Red A
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

Yellow B

Main Dish
Aroostook Assasins
Scums
3rd Chadbourne
Penetrators
York Hall Hoopsters
Knockers

5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5
1-5

Black B
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
T.)
8.)

In the s
where she
, At 13:01.1
around jut
'Gardiner
easyla yur
ar
Ellis
back.
Then w
Ellis scorc
the school
Maine (
:09 left v
throws.
Maine
decidedt:
try to bre
had come
thou
- chance to
come clos
Northeasto

Roadducks
2nd North 69ers
Woly Mammoths
Quaff Brigade
Yukon Jacks
Mad Men
Bomb Squad_
Cumberland Stink D

White B
1.)Cyclones
2.) Aroostook
3.) Hart Her. -s
.e,r:erland
1st Cu'
4.) Left.
5.)
6.) Es . irooke Crooks
7.) shes
ork Apts. Stink Dogs
8
•

6-1
5-2
5-2
42-5
_ft
1_6

1.) Air Borne
2.) Oxies
3.) Cum Bubbles „
4.) Heartbreakers
5.) Aids Team
6.) Good, Bad & Ugly
7.) Hackers
8.) Penthouse

7-0
6-1
4-2
4-3
2-4
2-5
1-6
1-6

ange B
.)Exponents
2.) Gannett 2South .
3.) Wahoo's=
4.) Corbett Crabs
5.) Screw Loose
6.) Spoo Machine
7.) 4th Oxford
8.) Running Gun

5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
2-4
2-4
0-6

6-1
5-1
4-2
4-2
2-4
2-5
1-5
1-5

(37),-G
W11en 'ia'
va
height
epbio

Faculty/Staff
League
1.) Shutenprai
2.) Empathetic 8
3.) ROTC
4.) Moldy Roaches

usually tw
we are. In
it was a p
have adju
Gavett
pleased
performar
He said
and work(
Maine
points foil
and Gardi
On Satu
offense si
defeated t
The Bea
the Catan
tough clef(
At 16:4(

5-0
4-1
2-4
0-6
-

0

/Fraternity League
American A

National A
6-0
5-2
4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-6

1.) Alpha Tau Omega
2.) Delta Tau Delta
3.) Phi Eta Kappa
4.) Beta Theta Pi
5.) Phi Gamma Delta
6.) Sigma Nu
7.) Kappa Sigma

American B
7-0
5-2
4-2
4-3
3-4
3-4
1-5
0-7

I,) Delta Tau Delta
2.) Beta Theta Pi
3.) Alpha Tau Omega
4.) Sigma Phi Epsilon
5.) Phi Eta Kappa
6.) Phi Gamma Delta
7
3 Kappa Sigma
8.) Sigma Nu

Hockey Resul

1.) Phi Kappa Sigm
2.) Sigma Alpha E silon
3.) Sigma Phi Ep Ion
4.) Delta Upsilo
5.) Lambda Ch. Alpha
6.) Sigma Chi
7.) Alpha G ma Rho

6-0
4-2
3-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
0-5

Natio;1B
1.) Sigma lpha Epsilon
2.) Tau
silon Phi
4
3.)-rhu
) aet Chi
appa Epsilon
5.)
Kappa Sigma
6.)
ta Upsilon
7.) gma Chi

5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-6

The intramural basketball season is winding down and the playoffs
are just around the corner. These hoop enthusiasts were caught in
action recently in the Pit showing off their moves. (McMahon
photo).

Independent League
I.) Aces
2.) Old Gold Alumni
3.) Beer Balls
4.) Hart Hall
5.) Mutants
6.) Snafu

4-0
3-1
3-1
2-3
1-3
0-5

1.) Partial Differentials
2.) west Siders
3.) Phi Slamma Jamma
4.) 3D's
5.) Henyaks
6.) Blazers

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-3
1-4
0-5

Putple B

Brown B
Sigma Nu 9, Delta Tau Delta 4
Sigma Chi 10, Kappa Sigma 8
Phi, Eta Kappa 12, SAE 1

•I

A League

A League

1.) Rowdies
2.) Incredible Dead
3.) Zoomies
4.) Neurotic Lesions
5.) ROTC Hoopsters
6.) ESUSU's
7.) Bar Flies

5-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
1-5
1-5
1-5

1.) Codfish
2.). Jerry's Kids
3.) Bluevieners
4.) Profession Idiots
5.) Hog Hunter
6.) IBJ
7.) Turbulents

6-0
4-2
3-2
3-3
2-3
2-4
0-6

Women's League
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A Division
1.) Ex-Jocks
2.) Clueless Crusaders
3.) Combos
4.) Heartbeats
5.) Organized Confusion
6.) Hammond Heroines
7.) A Team
8.) Hancock Hussies

Division B
5-0
4-1
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
0-5
0-5

1.) Hancock Hoopsters
2.) York Tops
3.) 2nd Oxford
4.) High Hoops
5.) Hancock Mtshots
6.) The Team4,
7.) Crunchies
8.) WFOW
9.) Colvin

Results
Hancock Hciopsters 52, WFOW 24
Clueless Crusaders 78, Hancock Hussies 27
High Hoops 32, Hancock Hoopsters 24
Combos 77, A Team 45
York Tops 39, The Team 36
Hancock Hotshots 59, Colvin 22
Ex-Jocks 57, Clueless Crusaders 55
Organized Confusion 31, Heartbeats 30
High Hoops 53, 2nd Oxford 25
Hancock Hussies forfeited to Organized Confusion
Combos 39, Hammond Heroines 36
Hancock Hoopsters 72, Crunchies 24
Colvin forfeited.to York Tops
A Team forfeited to the Heartbeats

5-1
4+2
4-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-4
1-4
0-6
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•Women
In the second half. Ellis picked up
where she left off by scoring 22 points.
At 13:01. Ellis scored on an inside turn
around jumper, a 'tayup off a Tamm,),
'Gardiner pass and made a steal for ,an
easy layup to give Maine a 75-47 lead.
Ellis and the Bears never looked
back.
Then with 4:29 left in the game.
Ellis scored from down low, breaking
the school record.
Maine closed out the' scoring with
:09 left when Walker1 hit two free
throws.
Maine Coach Peter Gavett said he
decided to leave Ellis in the game to
try to break the record because she
had come close before.
"I thought she (Ellis) deserved a
chance to break the -record. She- had
come close on:two occasions against
Northeastern (39 points) and UMPI
(37)," Given said.
When asked if Vermont's edge in
height bothered the team, Gavett said,
"We play a lot of teams who are
usually two to s ven inches taller than
part of the season
we are. In the ea
it was a problem, ut now I think we
have adjusted."
as particularly
Gavett said ‘he
with
Ki y
Walker's
pleased
performance.
He said she played a nice floor game
and worked hard.
Maine was led by Ellis \with 42
points followed by Cormier
th 14,
and Gardiner had 12.
On Saturday, afternoon, the Mine
offense slowed down a bit, but still
defeated the Catamounts 64-47.
The Bears had a tough time shaking.
the Catamounts_ as Vermont played ,
tough defense.
At 16:46, Vermont got its only lead

•

• Bears

-o
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-4
-5
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-3
-3
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-2
-2
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(continued from page 1)
was pulled from the game by Utica
Coach Larry Costello for verbal
exchanges with Maine's Kevin Green.
Williams, who was the sparkplug of
the Pioneer offense with his quickness
and ball handling skills, was sent to
the locker room when he threw a towel
on the floor in frustration.
Costello said that Williams had been
warned before about talking to the
opponents and hopes his talented
guard will learn from this experience.
"There wasn't much discipline out
there tonight,— said Cross. "It was
kind of crazy."
"We didn't play to the best of our
abilities, but it was a good win and got
us back on track again," Cook said.
Maine was led by Sturgeon with 29
poMtsz, Cross had 15 points, 11
rebounds and five blocked shots. Cook
added nine points, Wheeler•had eight,
Jeff Topliff and Green had.five while
Rich Henry added four.
The Pioneers were led by Tornstrom
with 15 pointS, Keith Walker had 14,
and Rich and Williams added 10.

Classifieds

RAFT GUIDE WANTED. Unicorn
Expeditions will be interviewing for
prospective guides and a mechanic on
March 1. Contact Job Locator Program at
Wingate Hall. 581-1359.
Classifieds are .11.50 for the first
twenty words and 10 cents
each
additional word, per day.

JoURINIES and STORIES
(a theology discussion group)
Today, 3:30
Ham Room
The Maine Christian A.s.sociation

(Continued from page 1)
of the game as Margaret Anderson hit
an inside jumper over Ellis giving
Vermont a 7-5 lead. But Filis hit a
bank shot off the glass to tie the score
at -seven. Two baseline jumpers by
Julie Treadwell and Cormier gave
Maine a 13-0 lead.
With 2:16 left in the first half, Ellis
brought the crowd to its feet as she
scored her 1,000th point.
Maine returned to the court after
intermission with a 10 point lead.
35-25.
—
In the second half, Maine showed
great court awareness as they found
the open man on numerous occasions
for easy layups.
At 16:01, Ellis scored inside off a
nice feed by McGouldrick to make it
43-29.
At 9:58, Walker found Treadwel,1 all
alone under the hoop for an easy layup
of
to build the lead to 53-35.
Gavett was pleased with the teams
performance Saturday.
"I was pleased with the overall
tempo of the game. It wasn't as fast as
Friday night because out defense
dictated the tempo." Gavett said.
Maine was led by Ellis with 20
points, followed by Cormier with 14
and Tread/well 11.
The women's basketball team
will make their final home
appearance Monday night as
they trade hoops with the Colby
College Mules. The game will be
— Senior Night" as the Maine
seniors will be honored before
the game..
********** **

UNIVERSITY
AVE.
CINEMAS STILLVVATER
OLD TOWN
Student Discounts

827-3850

MERYL STREEP
KURT RUSSELL CHER'

DAILY
2:00,
645&
9:00

SILKWOODfre,
201n CENTUPV FOX

'
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Former 1VBA coach
makes Pit debut
by Wayne_ Rivet
Staff Writer {247
Maine's Friday night men's
basketball game against Utica
College of N.Y. had a touch of
NBA spice as a former coach
paced the visitors' sidelines.
Larry Costello, head coach of
the Pioneers, coached the
Milwaukee Bucks and the
Chicago Bulls before leaving- the
professional ranks to take the
helm of the Pioneers.
Costello was a member of the
1%6-67 Philadelphia 76ers, who
were voted by the National
Sportswriters t,tssociation as
the best team in NBA history. He
also held a record for consecutive
points in one game (32) for 21
-seasons—until it was broken by
Walter Davis of Phoenix last
year.
Costello took the Milwaukee
Bucks from an expansion team to
World Champions in three years
with such players like Lew
Alcindor(Kareem Abdul-Jabbar)
and Oscar Robertson. In 1970-71,
his Bucks swept the Baltimore
Bullets but lost in 1974 to Boston
in seven games.
After the NBA, Costello
coached the Milwaukee Does of
the Women's Pro Basketball
League until he jumped to the
college ranks. In his fourth year

Larry Costello
as the Pioneer's Head Coach, he
took over a Utica club which has
switched from Division III to
Division I.

OPEN RUSH
DINNER

DAILY
2:00,
7:15 &
9:15

Hollywood Hooker
by night.

ANGEL

"In Response To Faith"
Join us for supper & discussion
Jesuit Volunteers will share
their experiences

Tuesday, 5 p.m.
Stewart Commons

Newman Center

AT
SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON

the brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsilon invite all males
interested in fraternity life
to dinner on

Thursday, February 23 at 4:30 p.m.

MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SA TO4V' THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE

TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM

TAcosS
,IV

ITH LL THE
PAIN'

Plus ovor 120 hot and evild Warns
and our "Fix-Your-Own" Sunda*
cornor. Yau can't boot 01

OTHER

Room,

427 Main Street, Bangtr

500 Maiii St.
Bangor, Maine

EVERY WEDNESDAY
ISLADIESNIGHT
--i- /' Complimentary Champagne
From 8-10p.m.
Included in prim of co% yr-
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Bears win first OT game

Maine drops Princeton 54

by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

Bruce Hegland scored with 1:03
remaining in overtime to lift the UMO
Black Bear hockey team to a 5-4 victory
over the Princeton Tigers Saturday
night, before 3.100 at Alfond Arena.
Todd Bjorkstrand skated the length
of the ice with the , puck before
dropping a pass to Hegland at the
bottom of the circle. The junior
forward then fired a quick low shot to
the far corner behind Tiget goalie
Walley McDonough for his 10th goal of
the year.
"I don't know how Todd got the
puck to me, but it ended up on my stick
and I fired it low," Hegland said. "It's
a big thrill anytime you win a game
e that. especially against_an Ivy
ue team."
rkstrand, who had three assists,
was thçilled with the victory. "I can't
describ my feelings." he said after
the game. "The game was ver open
(in the ove me) and someone was
going to score.
The game was Maines first overtime
victory of the seaSon after dropping
four games previously this year.
The win was the \Bears' third
straight at home and sna`pped a two
game losing streak. Maine is now
12-19 overall and 6-13 in the ECAC
The loss dropped Princeton's record
to 6-16-1 and 5-13-1 in division play.
Center Tim Oshier gave the Tigers a
first period lead when he took a blue
line to blue line pass from defenseman
Cliff Abrecht and broke in alone on
Bear goalie Jean Lacoste.
Maine tied the game nine minutes
when
period
into the second
Bjorkstrand and Joe Jirele combined
to make the score 1-1.
Bjorkstrand, while warding off a
Tiger defenseman, skated along the
left side to behind the net centering a
pass in front of the net. Jirele exploded
from the right side to the left slot and
drove the puck to the top corner for his
sixth goal of the year.

Maine regained the lead on Jirele"'S
second goal of the game at the 10:42
mark.
The goal came on the power play for
the Bears and Jirele's shot was only
the second of the period. Princeton
outshot Maine 16-5 in the period.
Bjorkstrand and Comeault assisted
on the go ahead goal. With Maine's
Hegland and Princeton's Scott Howe
in the penalty box with matching
penalties, the Tigers tied the game
4-4.
It was another breakaway for
Princeton as Oshier again tallied for,
the Tigers to tie the game.
The play went back and forth for the
remainder of the period but neither
teant—was -able—to win the game in
regulation.
The play in overtime was open and
exciting, unlike that of the first three
periods.
The Bears came out flying, applying
heavy pressure in the Tiger end.
Princeton was able to survive the
onslaught and began to generate some
offense of its own, only to be denied by
Lacoste and the Bear defense.
Maine's Jean Lacoste turned aside 57 Princeton shots to lead the
Black Bears to their first overtime win this season. (McMahon
photo)
Mazur scored an apparent goal only
John McDonald, who played center
instead of customary left wing, scored seconds later but it was disallowed
his eighth goal only :28 later to give because he batted the puck into the net
Maine its first lead.
with his hand.
Maine extended its lead to 3-1 to
The goal put the Bears ahed 2-1 and
was one of the strangest plays of the close out the scoring in the second
period with 3:43 remaining.
season.
With McDonald screening in front,
Jay Mazur was at the right of the
tought
a
Rene
fro
Comeault fired a shot from the
score
to
tried
goal and
angle. His shot went wide and was right point that McDonough couldn't
collected by Mike Hernon who was at handle.
Princeton closed the gap to 3-2 8:44
the same location on the left side near
into the third period, on a power play
the goal line.
Hernon's shot also went through the goal by Todd Ladda.
The Tigers tallied again 1:40 later to
crease but McDonald gathered it on
the right side and fired anotter shot on tie the game when left winger David
net. This time, the puck found the far Downings wrist shot from the circle
beat Lacoste to his left.
side of the goal.

At the 5:00 mark of the overtime,
Bill Brady was whistled for slashing
after he whapped Lacoste in the head
with his stick as he apparently tried to
knock the puck loose from Lacoste's
glove. While on the power play
McDonough robbed Bjorkstrand and
later Jirele who had two shots from the
right of the crease.
Princeton killed off the penalty but
less than two minutes later. Hegland
ended the game.
Maine was outshot by Princeton
57-48.
Maine's next game is Tuesday as
the Bears will host the Colby Mules at
Alfond Arena at 7:30 p.m.

Season winds downforsenior center
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
It is 7:35 p.m. at Alfond Arena and
the lineups are being introduced when
the.crowd hears those now familiar
words; "starting at center for the
Black Bears from Minnetonka, Minn.,
No. 7 Todd Bjorkstrand.
These words will be heard only three
more times as the season, and Todd
Bjorkstrand's career at Maine, comes
to a close.
Bjorkstrand, one of three tricaptains on the team, is a leader on
and off the ice and is one of the Most
talented players in the ECAC.
He is leading the team in scoring
with 14 goals and 33 assists for 47
points in 29 games. He is siath on the
all-time scoring list at Maine.
Bjork strand has 43 career goals and 86
career assists for 129 points. If he can
get six points in his last three games,
he will tie former All-America
defenseman Andre Aubut for fifth
place. Bjorkstrand played at HopkinsLindberg High School in Minnesota
and is that school's all-time leading
scorer. He led the Lake Conference in
scoring his senior. year, and was
second in scoring his junior year.

• ',1"'"'

FolloWing graduation, he was
offered full scholarships from Maine,
Alaska (Anchorage) and Northern
he
said
Michigan. Bjorkstrand
narrowed the choice down to Maine
and Northern Michigan and chose
Maine for many reasons.
"I wanted to come out east and see
what it was like," Bjorkstrand said. "I
also wanted to get away from home
and I haven't thought Aout it twice
since coming here."
"I also had the chance to play right
away," he said. "The only negative
thing about playing at Maine is that
my parents have only seen me play
once in college. They used to see me
play all the time."
Bjorkstrand played in every game as
a freshman in Maine's most successful
season. They finished fourth in the
ECAC with a 23-11 record.
most
his
said
Bjorkstrand
memorable game came in his
freshman year, when on senior night
(15 seniors played their last home
game). he scored a goal and assisted
on another.
In his sophomore and junior seasons
he scored 31 points each year.
Bjorkstrand, 22, has not been
drafted by ale National Hockey League
and says he definitely wants to

1,
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Maine's Todd Bjorkstrand (No. 7) breaks in on the Princeton goalie
In action this past weekend. Maine defeat the Tigers, 5-4 in OT.
(McMahon photo)
continue playing hockey after this to have to work hard and come back
, stronger. He said that_the_team has a
sea.sionw.ant
,to play some more hockey, good base to build upon.
but I'll have to wait ind see. Whatever
"I've enjoyed every minute of it,"
happens happens and if S•omething Bjorkstrand said. "We've had the best
comes along, l'U take advantage of it," farts in the east and I've met a lot of
A
.he said.
people. Everytriing has been great
•• •
Bjorkstrand thinks the team will do here."
all right next season, but they're going

• Corm',
senior
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• First woman in Maine history
("°P°intS•
to reach milestone
1,
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
A classic shooting technique, all-around athletic ability and a willingness
to learn characterize UMO's qr.( female 1,000 point scorer.
-Lisa Cormier, a 5-foot-7i'senior guard and tri-captain for the UMO
women's basketball team, hit a milestone Feb. 11 by scoring her 1,000th
career point against the University of Massachusetts ,in Amherst, Mass.
Cormier became the first woman in UMO history to accomplish this feat.
Cormier's basketball career has garnered her many honors through the
years. As a high school player at Van Buren Secondary School, Cormier
earned Most Valuable Player honors both her junior and senior years and
was named to the All-Aroostook County team during those same two years.
Her junior year she also won the All-Aroostook Award sponsored by Pepsi
Cola.
She was a member of the 1976-77 Van Buren State Championship
basketball' team and participated in post-season tournament play all four
years of high school.
Cormier, who was recruited by former assistant women's basketball Coach
Shelley Gavett, said her decision to attend UMO was not really based'on
its basketball program, but rather on the "broad spectrum" of educational
opportunities Qffered by the school.
She was invited, by Gavett, to UMO for a basketball audition in March
1980 (her senior year) but she said she did not expect much to come of the
audition. Not until Gavett phoned her father with a scholarship offer did
Cormier really consider playing basketball for the Black Bears, she said.
Like all athletes, Cormier has had some seasons that were better than
others. She said this season has been, by far, her best season. Her
sophomore season was the least enjoyable of all, she said.
"I—wasn't getting the courses I wanted and basketball wasn't going too
well. I really wasn't into it. I don't think I was ready to be back at
school," she said.
Cormier said that as a freshman she often matched up against players
that were equal to or better than she was and she said this forced her to
work on improving her defense.
"There were a lot of good players I had to face. I had to be quicker
defensively. I learned to square to the basket more and if I was open, to
take the shot," she said.
"Since I first came here, I think my defense has gotten better and my
shot has gotten more accurate. It came simply through experience."
Cormier says she is generally content with her overall game but said she
wishes she was a more effective rebounder.
Former Black Bear coach Eilene Fox said she feels Cormier's rebounding
was more than adequate.
"She knew how to time her positioning to get to the boards and she was
able to get quite a few rebounds. She had good rebounding stats," Fox
said.
Fox also said that as Cormier's confidence developed and- she gained-more experience, she had the "confidence to shoot under all types of
situations and would work to get the open shot."
"Lisa's probably one of the best shooters-technique-wise that I've ever
worked with. She's got a classic shooting style and a quick release."
Cormier said first year head coach Peter Gayett has installed in each
player a desire to play well and has given everyone on the team a chance
to play and prove themselves. She said he is an effective coach because his
philosophy is derived from having played basketball and she said he has
insight that can only be gained through actual experience.

• Cormier takes a brief rest during the Maine-Vermont contest. The
senior guard shot well from the field helping Maine gain a sweep
against Vermont. (Arnold photo)

Lisa Cormier, the first woman in Maine history to • score 1,000 points,
goes up for a layup against Vermont this past weekend. Cormier
scored 14 points Friday and Saturday leading the Bears to, 99-72 and
64-47 wins against Vermont. (Ferazzi photo)
It was tough adjusting to a new coach and a new system, she said,
because different demands, expectations and philosophies were introduced.
Toughest of all, however, was adjusting to a new position, she said.
A forward her first three years under Fox, Cormier was moved to guard
this season and became an even more integral part of the Black Bears'
offense.
Cormier said she enjoys her new-found flexibility. Gavett uses her not
only at guard, but if the situation calls for it, he will readily slide her
down to the forward position.
"It was hard as far as adjusting, but I like it. It gives me variety and
allows me to see different areas of the court," she said.
Gavett said, of all the players on the team, Cormier probably had to
make the biggest adjustment, both offensively and defensively. He said
there was pressure on her to learn more defenses and adjusting to a new
coach, system and position which made the transition even more difficult.
He said Cormier and the other two senior tri-captains, Julie Treadwell
and Tammy Gardiner had a tough time adjusting to a new system than did
the younger players because they were all accustomed to another system.
"If they've developed any sort of habit, good or bad, it's tough to
break," he said.
He said the transition was not only difficult for the veterans but was
difficult for him as well.
He made an analogy between rebuilding the team and reconstructing a
house. He said it was like tearing down a house but wanting to rebuild it
with the same pieces. He brought a new philosophy to the team and
expected everyone to adjust.
"My expectations of them individually are high. I put pressure oil them
to perform well and to do well I expect maximum effort. I push until I get
the most from them," he said.
Gavett said Cormier has adjusted to him and his system as the season
progressed.
"She understands realistically what I'm doing for her and for the team,"
he said.
Gavett describes Cormier as a complex individual.
"A lot of people are very predictable. She's 'a bright young lady. She
does well 'n school and is a good athlete. She has kind of an unpredictable
personality in that she's a varied person. She has her highs and lows and
her in-betweens."
Gavett said the departure dIf Cormier's sister and teammate, Beth. may
have made an already tough'year even tougher.
"If you look at all the things she had to do._ this season and you take
out an element that she is used to having there, it. just makes things a little
harder," he said.
Fox said the Cormier- sisters complimented each other on the court
because they , were used 'to playing together and they thought alike.
Fox said she nicknamed both sisters. In Lisa's freshman year, Fox said
she nicknamed her "Frenchie," a name that has stuck with her throughaut
the years. Fox said "Crash" was the nrekname she tagged on Beth, because
Beth was always being knocked down or colliding with someone.
Lisa Cormier said, "We knew how each other played because we had
played together in high school. I think there's a little empty space, but it
was a good chance for her, a chance to get her foot in the door."
Cormier said she sees her role as that of a shooter and said she thinks
the team expects her to score as well.
"I see myself as a shooter. Everytime I'm open, I shoot it. I try to be a
leader too and try to help people out," she said.
She said, as a tri-captain, her role is to communicate Gavett's
philosophies and to offer team leadership. She said it is also to get
(see CORMIER page 8)
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Jets trade Todd to Saints
little more easilyiewon't have as hard a
NEW YORK (AP)—Quarterback
time as I did." And Todd said he
Richard Todd became the latest
expected to experience "a _ more
casualty of the New York _Jets'
relaxed atmosphere" in New Orleans.
housecleaning when he, was traded
The trade packs the Saints' roster
Saturday to New Orleans for the
with four quarterbacks- Todd, 38-yearSaints' first-round choice. No. 15
old Ken Stabler. Dave Wilson and
overall, in the May 1 National Football_
Guido Merkens. It leaves Joe Walton,
League draft.
draft
pick
No.
1
Jets'
the Jets' second-year coach, with a
Todd was the
decision whether to go next season
in 1976, but he was not willing to live
with Ken O'Brien, the No. 1 draft pick
up to the image or able to match the
performance of his fellow Alabama
in 1983 from the University of
California-Davis van) never has thrown
alumnus and"New York predecessor.
charismatic Super Bowl here Joe - a regular-season pass, or Pat Ryan • a
little-used reserve fOr six yeatS.
Namath.
"I've never had -a football team that
, Todd expressed delight at the trade.
about,"
came
situation
the
glad
had
-too many good players at one
"I'm
position." Saints' coach Bum Philips
he said. "I feel like I'm going back
home. I think it's great."
said.
"1 think anybody who followed Joe.
In the past week, the Jets also
Namath was going to have a tough
traded defensive lineman Abdul
time. Probably the next quarterback
Salaam and Kenny Neil to San Diego
who comes in here will be accepted a
for the Chargers' second-round pick in

1984. No. 39 overall, and former
starting linebacker Stan Blinka to
Denver for a conditional sixth-round
selection in 1985. The Todd trade gives
the Jets four of the first 39.,picks in this
year's draft.
Todd, who had performed admirably
in 1981- 25 touchdown passes,- 13
interceptions and in the strike-shortened 1982 season, -14 TDs, 8
interceptions and led the Jets into the
playoffs each year, had a dismal 1983
season, finishing 20th in the league in
passing.
He started all 16 games last season.
completing 308 of 518 passes for 3,478
yards, 18 TDs and 26 interceptions as
the Jets, projected in the preseason as
a Super Bowl contender, stumbled to a
7-9 record, tied with Baltimore for
fourth place in the five-team American
Conference East.

Olympic Committee questions eligibility.
SARAJEVO (AP)—The head of the before'the XIV Olympic Winter Games
International Olympic Committee gave began with a squabble over hockey
a strong hint Saturday that future players who are professionals. It
Games may be open to all athletes, resulted in the disqualification of two
regardless of their amateur or players each from Canada and Italy
and one from Austria.
professional status.
There has been growing criticism of
Juan Antonio Samaranch said the
eligibility rule, intended to keep Olympic rules which allow "state
professionals from competing in the athletes" from communist countries to
Olympics, was being changed every participate but bar professionals from
two or three years, "and t hope it will the West. Rule 26 of the Olympic
., be changed again."
- Charter gives individual national
The issue of eligibility arose just federations the power to draw

,
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eligibility rules, but with final approval
resting with the IOC. It also bans
anyone who has played or coached in
professional ranks, or who has signed
a professional sports contract.
On Friday, Walter Bush, vice
president of the UK.S. Amateur
Hockey Association, said at least five
nations support opening Olympic
competition to all athletes, professional or not.

Red Sox hope to rebound in'84
Fla. the Red Sox barely missed to escape
HAVEN,
WINTER
second base and Hoffman is our
cheered the cellar in the fast. two months of 'Shortstop if he's okay.
(AP)—While
everyone
the the 1983 season.
Yastrzemski,
Carl
retiring
•
"We'll take a good look at some
bottom fell out on the Boston Red
Even though Wade Boggs won the
rookie infielders, such as Jackie
Sox in 1983.
AL batting championship with a
Gotierrez and Marty\ Barrett. And
For the first time in 18 years, .361 average in just his second major
Eddie Jurak showed )11e can do the
they finished under .500, struggling league season and Jim Rice and
job at several positions last year."
to a 78-84 record.
Tony Armas finished 1-2 in homers
The outfield is set with Rice in
They wound up sixth in the with 39 and 36, respectively, the
left, Armas • in center and Evans in
American League East, 20 games Red Sox were sixth in the league in
right, with veterans Reid Nichols
behind the Baltimore Orioles
run production.
anc,Vitick Miller as backups. Rookies
Now, with only one major roster
And, backed by a leaky defense,
Chico Walker, Gus Burgess and Lee
change, the Red Sox appear to need the pitching was spotty. Southpawl, Graham are on the training roster,
a repeat of the 1467 "Impossible Bruce Hurst, 12-12, and relief ace
but are battling big odds.
Dream" as tticy head into their Bob Stanley, 8-10 with 33 saves and
Gary Allenson stiH is the no. 1
fourth spring training under Ralph an earned run average of 2.85, were
catcher, with Rich Gedman as the
Houk.
the only consistent hurlers.
lefty swinger. Veteran Jeff Newman
An eternal optimist, Houk insists
However,
except
for
the
still is around after hitting .189 last
'that it isn't as tough to make up 20 acquisition of left-handed-hitting first
season, and Marc Sullivan is trying to
gamas—at --it looks, even in what baseman-designated
hitter' Mike
stick with the club.
Many observers feel is the toughest Easier from the Pittsburgh Pirates,
As usual, though, the Red Sox are
division in baseball.
the Red Sox have elected to play a
hoping their pitching will hold up.
"I don't look at it as a major task virtual pat hand as they open their
And they're so confident that they
because I feel that for the last two 19th year at Chain O'L kes Park.
?traded southpaw John Tudor for
months last season we played with
"With Evans healthy and Easier Easle Tudor fiad a 13-12 record in
only one-half a ballclub," he said in in the lineup somewhere
every day, a whopping 242 innings last season.
an interview on tkt.e eve of preseason I feel sure we're going to score
"Our young pitchers got a lot of
training.
runs," Houk said. "We've also had
experience
last year and we're
"We were in thefight until we got good reports on shortstop Glen
counting on them to come through
hit with a bunch of injuries. Of Hoffman."
or us," Houk said. "We'll carry 10
course, they're part of the game, but
Oitchers
into the regular season and
Houk has resisted suggestions tgat
jit's / awfully hard*
. 4o get along
only
the'
eighth, ninth and 10th spots
he
move Boggs from third base even
without a player such as Dwight
are open.
committed
batting
though
champ
the
Evans. Tyke line is r thin in
27 errors there last season.
"Our starter
baseball "today that one pfayer
will be Hurst,
Dennis Eckersley, Bobby Ojeda, Oil
"B6ggs, is a hard worker and
having a big year can make the
figures to get better," Houk said.. Can Boyd and Mike Brown. Bob
difference in winning and losing."
With Evans, the team's most "And I have to think that .Stapleton, Stanley and Mark Clear are set in
the bullpen with possibly Luis
valuable player in 1981 and '82, with a bad hand healed, will be a
Aponte and John Henry Johnson.
better
at
first
base,
doing
the
job
right
field
because of
unable to play
Then
there's Steve Crawford, Al
with
Easier.
Jerry
Remy
is
set
at
in
early
suffered
August,
a torn hip
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Seaver reports
to White Sox
training camp
(AP)—Tom
CHICAGO
Seaver, who said he might
retire rather than pitch for the
Chicago White Sox, reached an
principle"
in
"agreement
Saturday with the club and will
report to training camp.
Sox'
and
White
Seaver
owners Jerry Reinsdorf and
Eddie Einhorn reached- the
agreement early Saturday, and
the veteran right-hander was
expected to report to training
camp Monday or Tuesday, said
club spokesman Chuck Shriver.
Seaver and his family left
their Greenwich, Conn., home
Saturday to drive to the
training camp at Sarasota,
Fla., Shriver said. Terms of
not
were
agreement
the
disclosed.
"It is certainly a plus to add
a player of Seaver's caliber,
character and background to
club,"
General
said
the
Hemond.
Roland
Manager
"It's a great way to open a
spring training camp."
The 39-year-old Seaver was
selected by the 1983 American
West
League
Diyision
champions in the compensation
draft Jan. 23 after free-agent
Dennis Lamp signed with the
Toronto Blue Jays.
Seaver first said he might
but
an
retire,
reached
agreement
several
after
meetings witli Reinsd,orf and
Einhorn, Shtiveriaid.
"We're tickled to death that
Tom has agreed to report to
the White Sox," said Einhore,
who is at the Winter Olympics
in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. "It
makes our team, which we feel
already
strong,
is
even
stronger."
Seaver began his career with
the New York Mets, but was
traded to Cincinnati in 1977.
He was re-acquired by the
Mets at the end of the 1982
season.
"My reaction is the same asi_
each player and coach when IA'
talked with them aSeitty Tom
joining the club," White Sox
Manager Tony taRtiaa said as.,
Sarasota. "We are all excited
because we think it helps our
, chances to win."
Nipper and some others we'll be
watching closely, down here.':
Eckersley, 30, is coming off his
worst season,' 9-13 with a 5.61 ERA.
Nearly traded during the winter, he
checked into camp in outstanding
condition after working out three
times a week to strengthen his
shoulder and upper_ body. Brown is
is healthy again after being plagued
by injuries as a rookie.
"Let's face it: we didn't have a
good year last year," Houk said.
"We had injuries and we had things
that normally don't happen. Things
look much better now."
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World/U.S.News
BC student dies from head wounds

11

Ls

BOSTON. Mass. (AP)—A Boston
College student was killed by a smash
behind the ear with a tire jack early
Saturday morning, and two students
were'charged with murder in his
death, Metropolitan District Commission police said.
The victim, Charles A. Mathieu, 20,
of East Freetown, was hit during an
altercation involving the youths
arrested and Mathien and his
companions, said MDC Police Sgt..
Richard Zebrowski.
He said Garry M. Garland, 20, and
Scott M. O'LearS, 18, both of Boston's
West Roxbury section, were charged
with murder.
O'Leary wasindentified as a student
at, Northeastern University, and

Garland as a student at the University
of Massachusetts' Boston branch.
They are scheduled to be arraigned
Tuesday in Brighton District Court..
Zebrowski said bail was set at $50,000
for Garland and $25,000 for O'Leary.
The officer said the agrument
apparently flared after Mathieu and
his companions' offered to help
Garland and O'Leary, Who were
changing a flat tire on their car.
"Words were exchanged, and it
ended up as an altercation, said
MDC officer Robert Boyle.
"As
rei'ul-t, Mr. Mathtett wasstruck in the head with a blunt
instrument and..died a few hours
later of injuries received by the hit in

the head," he said.
The confrontation occurred about 2
a.m. on St. Thomas More Road in front
of the Boston College campus.
Police said the two youths Charged
with murder and three others, who had
.been with the victim, were taken into
protective custody for drinking immediately after the incident.
Zebrovski said oneof those with the
victim was Peter J. Mathieu, 19,
believed to be his brother.
When MDC police arrived, Boston
College campus police and about 35
students, many from a .nearby
durmito y, were VII-111C Sucue.
Zebrowski said the victim Was
pronounced dead at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital around 3:40 a.m.
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Governmentofficials step up
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WASHINGTON (AP)—Despite an
expensive campaign against drugs,
the United States wasinnundated last
year by smuggled cocaine and
enforcers are digging in for a long
battle in the war on drugs.
Officials concede the amount of
cocaine reaching this country from
Latin America in 1983 was much
higher that the 45-54 metric tons of
1982 and final estimates may approach
twice that amount.
Besides cocaine, the war on drugs
had some major victories in 1983,
including reduction in the supply of
heroin and a leveling off of the
marijuana supply. Arrests and convictions were up, drug seizures were up,
and seizures and forfeitures of
traffickers' assests were up.
But the major federal aim is shifting
to the 12 federal drug task forces,
interagency teams around the country
aimed at kingpins, financiers and
lawyers who organize smuggling and
launder profits.
.Ini the past, breaking up a
tiOgling operation meant seizing the

I

drugs and arresting the low-level
operatives who ferried them. But the
organizers viewed these setbacks "as
just the cost of doing business," says
Jack Lawn, deputy administrator of
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration.
The task forces reached full staff
only in August, adding some 1,000
new agents from six agencies and
nearly 200 new prosecutors. Some
$245.5 million has been appropriated
for them last year and this year
Reagan has asked for another $92
million for next year.
Last month, in. Operation Southern
Comfort, task forces broke what was
called the largest U.S. cocaine ring in
history. Thirty people were indicted
for smuggling five tons of cocaine
since June 1982.
But these cases require sophisticated financial probes, the use of
federal wiretaps that tie up manpower,
and a lot of time.
"This is a marathon, not a 100-yard
dash, and you can't measure it this
early because it hasn't had a chance to
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Individuals with such recreational skills as arts/crafts, sports/
camping, swimming/boating and those with course 'work in
Special Education, Huthan Services or similar studies are all
welcome. Swimming and boating counselors must have Advanced Life Saving certification.
Qrientation begins at the Bancroft School in HaddonFeld, NJ,
nor about June 18th with housing provided during your stay.
Then you are off to Maine. Transportation, room, board and
•
salary are provided.
•
programs.
credit
college
co-op
participates
in
Bancroft
Qualified applicants should send resume or apply in person to
the Employee Relatibils Department, Monday through Friday,
&30 AM to 5 PM.

Zebrowski said campus police and
emergency medical technicians administered cardiopulmonary resuscitation
on the victim. He was taken by
ambulance to St. Elizabeth's Hospital,
where he died.
Mathieu was a junior biology, major
and-a-pre-dental student-at- Boston
College spokesman Will Sonvski. He
was scheduled to graduate in May
1985.

enforcement

get up to full speed yet," Attorney
General William French Smith said.
And increasingly, federal officials
share Lawn's view that "this war
is...going to require cooperation from
the source countries."
The full impact of the cocaine flood
is still to come. DEA spokesman Bob
Feldkamp said the supply is so great
the wholesale price in south Florida,
where most of it arrives, dropped last
year from $60,000 a pound to $30,00C
now, but this has not yet shown up in

the street price. Meantime, tne purity
of cocaine on the street has risen.
This comes despite a wide interdiction effort, begun in 1981 and since
expanded. With congressional approval, the administration has begun
using military ships and planes to help
intercept smugglers headed for the
southern border. Cocaine seizures last
year amounted to more than 7,500
kilograms, a 53 percent increase over
1982.
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Bar Harbor Road, Brewer, 989-1474
1111LP WANTED

WAITERS
WAITRESSES
AND
COOKS
Part Time or Full Time
Apply in Person
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you are sensitive to ;he needs of the
handicapped and your background
qualifies you for a counselor position, we can .offer you ten weeks of summer employment at our
beautiful 30-acre Bancroft North site, located in a superb
seacoast setting on Penobscot Bay, Maine. °
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An autopsy found death was caused
by hemorrhage of an artery caused by
a severe blow behind the right ear.
The report said the blow could have
come from a tire jack or a tire iron.
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feedback from the players and to be open to any situation that arises.
She said she thinks Gavett expects the seniors to be the leaders on the
court and to set examples for the rest of the team.
Gavett said he expects Cormier, from a technical viewpoint, to score
points.
"She's the best shooter on the team. She has her good and bad games
jpc.t uke everyone else, but she is ..-Aneone we certa: -'y like to.,-aTt the J3211
to," he said.
He said he expects the captains to act as assistant coaches, in a sense,
who can take charge and get things done.
"I'd like to see my philosophies and expectations of the team carried on,
somehow, through the captains," he said.
About Gavett, Cormier said, "He expects us to go out and play hard.
When we do well, he accepts it. He expects us to play the best we can. He
says playing is supposed to be fun."
Cormier said the thing she likes best about Gavett's new system is the
individual conferences between players and coach. She said they discuss
grades and are free to voice any problems or complaints and Gavett will
listen.
"I just like playing far him," she said.
Referring to Cormier scoring her 1,000th point, <3avett said it was a great
individual breakthrough that she and her family can be very proud of.
He said he feels that a little pressure has been lifted now and Cormier
will be able to relax and play even better. He said the team was pulling for
her throughout the season and he thought Cormier wanted to score the
1,000th point for the team as well as'for herself.
Fox said, "I always knew she would be-one of the first people to score a
1,000 points and I enjoyed hearing about it."
Cormier said she entered UMO with the idea of playing ball and had not
set any sort of basketball goals. She said she tried not to think about
scoring the 1,000th point, but it was always there.
"I just didn't want to get hurt. I still tried to do well anyway," she said.
The best thing about her accomplishment was that, she said, "I can say I
did something while I was here."
Cormier, summing up her soon-to-end basketball career at UMO said, "1
think it has been an exciting experience. I've been able to meet people,
travel and go places I hadn't been before. I learned a lot about the game
and life in general."
Cormier, who is a marketing major, says she hopes to work in Portland
after she graduates

Did you
know...

thi
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(continued from page 5)

Muhammad Ali, then known as
Cassius Clay, won the light heavyweight gold medal in the 1960 Olympic
Games in Rome.
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Many people enjoyed the unseasonably warm temperatures
Saturday at the Delta Tau Delta Bedsled Race -to benefit
Bangor's Ronald McDonald House. (McMahon photo) -

Consult the Oracle!!
He will answer any and all questions
The Maine Campus presents
Psychic Steven Brown
Workshops Wednesday, Feb. 29 7-10 p.m and
Thursday, March 1 7-10 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Workshops will develop your ability to read people and
objects and obtain past, present and future information.

Workshops will also include instruction in:
psychic healing
meditation
self-hypnosis
creative visualization
energy channeling

Tickets, $4.00, available at
Memorial Union 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and at the Maine Campus
RESERVE NOW!!!

Seniors!!
Will be shot on sight..

Works By:

BACH
SCHUBERT
DEBUSSY
MOZART
CHOPIN
ADMISSION $1.00 - BENEFIT MUSK SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Wed., Feb.15Fri.,March 2, to shoot
senior portraits.
Sign up for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor Memorial
Union

Sittings are
FREE!!

This is your last chance to be included in the '$4 Prism
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